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INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
The present work is a general survey of the vegetational
chanses of the rangelands
historical

records,

of the Uinta Basin in Utah as determined by

documents, interviews

and from recent vegetational

Because the Uinta Basin is a large area,

surveys.

confine the vegetational

surveys to a strip

of the Basin.

that was chosen lies

The strip

the Basin and contains

it was decided to

running through the center
almost in the center of

the Uinta-Ouray Indian Reservation.

The procedure followed was to search out the historical
locate

the areas mentioned, study the vegetation

and then correlate

the historical

to examine all the vegetation

historical

records.

the author feels

information.

and correlate

Thus many areas were not studied

sufficient

areas were studied

trends from the time of the first

vegetational

by various methods,

and present-day

impossible

records ,

It was

it with the
intensively,

but

to give the general
documented records until

the present.
Geographic Description

of the Uinta Basin

The Uinta Basin is a large natural
12,000 sq. miles,
west direction

basin encompassing some

being some one hundred fifty

miles long in an east-

and one hundred miles wide in a north-south

direction.

The Uinta Basin is located in the northeastern corner of Utah.
The northern rim of the Uinta Basin is the Uinta Mountains in which
riae peaks of heights of more than 13,000 feet.
The western rim
1
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is the Wasatch Mountains, and on the south the Tavaputs Plateau
forms the boundry. On the east the basin extends a short distance
into Colorado where it is bounded by ranges of the Rooky Mountain.
The gently sloping floor of the basin averages about 5,000 feet in
elevation and is drained by the Duchesne and Uinta Rivers which
ultimately reach the Colorado through the Green River (MoConkie,
1941).

The Duchesne River runs in a south of south-east direction
through the basin and drains almost the entire
tributaries

{Rook Creek, Yellowstone River,

flow in a southern direction

until

their

The Strawberry River is the only river
portion

and this river

is located

Utah portion.

Its

Lake Fork, and Uinta River)

confluence with the Duchesne.
of any size

draining

the southern

in the western pa.rt of the basin.

East of the Green River the White River is the only river
size,

and this river

the basin.

drains

the north-eastern

or Colorado portion

of

South and east of the White River-Green River confluence

there a.re smaller creeks draining
All of these streams eventually

broken and rough.

The soil

heavy clays through light
A good portion

amount of soluble

sandy soils

is extremely

from deep

into very shallow rocky soils.

is underlain

The soils

of the basin.

run into the Green River.

by a calcareous

in many places contains

hardpan resulting

a considerable

salts.

There a.re many mineral springs
region some of which are poisonous.
lower elevations

portion

is also extremely variable

of the soil

in poor drainage.

the south-east

of the basin the land surface

Within the interior

elevations

of any

scattered

throughout

These a.re generally

the entire
found at the

with the fresh water springs being found at higher

(McConkie, 1941).

3

Climate
Climatological
stations

data for the Uinta Ba.sin are incomplete.

are scattered

throughout

Weather

the basin at lower elevations,

few if any, have complete records.

The two oldest

stations

but

are located

at the Indian Agency {Fort Duchesne) and Vernal, respectively.
Table 1 (Page 4

&

5) gives an indication

ture various areas within the basin receive.
structed

from information

of the stations

listed

of the amount of moisThese tables

were con-

obtained from the Climatological

Data.

(Some

do not have complete records but it was felt

these should be included so a comparison could be made.)
·As shown by Table l the greatest
during the spring and fall

months.

of precipitation

as elevation

increases

The higher elevations

a.mount of precipitation

occurs

The table also shows that the amount
increases.

have a more uniform temperature

than do

Fort Duchesne's maximum and minimum Fahrenheit

the lower areas.

re-

cordings range from 110 degrees above zero to 35 degrees below zero,
respectively.

January is the coldest

month with an average of 4 degrees

below zero and July is the warm.est month with an average maximumof
74.8 degrees above zero.
much less variation,

The maximumsand minimums of Altamont show

the range being from 68 degrees above zero to 39

degrees below zero with January being the coldest
The length of the growing season varies

month.

greatly.

The longest

growing season recorded was at Duchesne with 137 days while the shortest was 64, recorded at Vernal.
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Table 11 Precipitation
of Various Weather Stations
within the Uinta Basin

Year

1905

Month

January

February
March
April

May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Tota.le
1925

January
February
March
April

May
June
July

August

September
October

November

December
Totals
1945

January

February
March
April

May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Totals

Elkhorn-Ashley
Ranger Station 1

No Data

"
II

It

II
II
ti
II

II
II

11

II

No Data
It

II
II
II

II

It
II

II
II

II
II

.50
1.30
2.65
1.07
1.16
1.80
.82

.87
.79

.95

.37
1.07
15.37

Station
Fort Duohesne 2

.50

.60
1.55

Myton3
No Data
ti

II

.69

It

.09

ti

.89
.10
.06
5.92
.08
1.25
.20
11.93

.20
.07
.10

.oo
.oo
T

.40

II

II

II

II
II

"
II

.13
T
.16
.90
.36
.16

.92

.55
.50
.20
.10
.27
2.39

.12
.73
.06
.29
.73
5.36

.27
.48
.54

.18
.65
.45
.31
.45
1.03
.51
.61
.15

.34

1.71
1.33
.32
.73
.08
.83

.09

.36
7.08

.65

.11

.40

5.50

Vernal 4
1.20

1.00

.85

1.22
1.38
.21
.52
.41
1.81
.15

.97

.21
9.23

.34

.07

.44
.80
.13
.00
.40
.74
1.61
.00

.33
.39

5.20

.58

.45
T

.09
.08
.28

.40

.74
.23
.21

.90
.38

5.34
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Table 1 continued:

Month

Year

1961

Station

January

February

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Totals

Altamont5

Fort Du.ohesne2

Myton3

.00
.08
1.21

.oo
.oo

.oo

.39
.10

.44

.48

1.15

2.21

1.68

.93
.69

9.66

1.

Elkhorn-Ashley Ra?1ger Station

2.

Fort Duchesne elevation

3. ~ton

elevation

.00
.81
.50
.05
.03

.89
.56
.12
.04

.57

.33

.60
1.46
1.91

.63

2.18
2.31

.46

.54

.38
7.76

.21

6.99
elevation

Verna.14

.oo
.14

.92
.46
.32
.03
.13
1.08

2.37

2.10
.63
.28

8.46

6,657.

4,941.

5,030.

4. Vernal elevation

5. Altamont elevation

5,335.

6,100. Thie station was substituted
for the
Elkhorn-Ashley station in 1961 because there were no further records
for the Elkhorn-Ashley station and the Altamont station was the one
having similar elevation.

HISTORICAL
ECOLOGY
Methods
The methods used in gathering
follows:

historical

(1) Searching the available

and any other written
Interviewing

material

documents, reports,

both published

tion of the basin during any time prior
Interviews

sional

diaries,
(2)

conoerning the vegeta-

to the 1961 vegetational

were conducted with original

come to the basin in 1905 and 1912.

were as

and unpublished;

people who could give information

vestigations.

information

settlers

Others interviewed

inhaving

were profes-

ra.ngemen having worked in the Uinta Ilasin from five to thirty
It was felt

years.

nish much valuable

that such people,

trained

concerning the Uinta Basin

found but upon examination most of the material

tious and contained very little
pertinent

information

vegetational

information.

was repetiMost of the

was found in unpublished maps, charts,

and surveys found in the files
Forest Service,

could fur-

information.

Quite a volume of published material
was easily

as they are,

reports,

of the Uinta-Ouray Indian Agency, the

and the Bureau of Land Management.
RESULTS

Vegetation
The information
the vegetation
Escalante,

Prior to

1905

is very sketchy and concerns itself

along the water courses,

in 1776, was the first

especially

the Green River.

white man to traverse

6

mostly with

the basin.

He

7
oroeeed the Green River somewhere in the vicinity
o.t

of the present tow

Jensen, traveled to the confluence of the Green ud the Duchesne

Rivera, up the Duchesne puaing the Uinta and Lake rork Rivers, continued up the Strawberry River into Strawberry Valley, and then don to
the ahorea

ot Utah Lake in Utah Valley.

As Escalante and hie party traversed the buin
concerning the vegetation

and wildlife.

The following

oommentawere made
is taken from

Auerbach's tranelation of Escalante•• journal•
September U - Wewalked three league• over good land and tine
pasture.
We perceived iI'l the distance a forest and we aeked

Silvestre it there was to

which he WU leading

be

toUD.dthere the watering place to

us J be aaid. DO.

Septeaber 13 ... Thia san .Buenaventura @reetf] River 18 the
largest. we have 1eea.. • • • Also Rio de lo.a C1bal.oa ~so~
18 more abundant of all we have aeen ••••
Here there ie a
valley rich in puturage and good soil tor planting and easily
i.rrigated .J it ia eomething more than a league in width anci it
may be •• muchas five leaguee in length (Auerbach, 19h.3).

Eacalaote and hie part;y were somewhere in the vicinit7

of the

present tow ot Jeneen when the aboft etatemeut waa made. Escalante
and hi.a party left

the :river tor some diatance,

known, but finding

the way overland too difficult

just how far 1a not
t.be7 returned

to the

i-iver1

September 16 - Wecontinued along the t.raUJ we cue downagai.Q
to the San BuenaYentara River and we AW there a luxuriant poplar
grove and valley, which is situated here ••••
Those who made
the trail had been very leisurely.
We tolloved the trail &long
the valley, we croaeed some low hilla, ud we etopped in another
valley with goOciputure, by the river bank (Auerbach, 194.3).
September 16 - In the vicinity
ot tb.eae three riV'ers which we
creased todq there is good land, and eutficient
for planting,

and

eaei.q' irrigated.

There are 'beautihl growa, good paatu.rage,

lumber and timber, not too tar aw,q, for three pod•eized toWl'lB

(Aueroaeb, 1943).

The tlJree river•

spoken ot were the Uinta, and Lake Fork and

8
the Dnch•ane.

Escalante

and his party

followed the Duchene River after

its ooufluence with the Green River until the aite ot the present town.

ot Dllcheane vu reached.

At this point they traveled

ap the Strawberry

River, aeroaa Strawberry Valley and down Diamond Pork canyon.
Aa tbe party traveled

ot

the barren

u.p the Strawberry lUver comments were made

hill.8 with the twi.8ted and dwarfed juniper

ground. Even the juniper gradually

in the back•

diAppeared until only a sparae

covering ot grass broke the glare of the aua. on the grq clay bill.a,
but upon entering and tranaveraing Strawberey Valley aa entirel,7 ciitterent situation wu eo.countereda
Septeaber 21 - Thie river Straw'berry ruu aouthnat through a
prett)r valley with good puture, many springa ud picturesque toreeta of white poplar, not very tall or thick (Auerbaoh, 194)).
From t.he valley

the party

made their

way with great

ditfieul

ty

over the 9\lMit and d.ovn to the abore-1 ot Utah Lake.
The information given in Escalante,

entirely

Journal ie lilllited

to the vegetation along the waterwap.

the barren . clay hill•

aud the twtated

al.moat

Mention vu made of

junipeJ" but thi•

ia the exteut

ot the in!ormatioa.
General Aehlq
Be aud

hu

11en started

Yia the Green IUver.
pertainiug

wu in the buin

u earl.y u l82S (Dale, 191.8).

from Oreen River, W,-omingreaching

General Ashley doe• oot give much iaformation

to the vegetation.

He doee mention that the river

were covered with cottonwoods and meadowsthat afforded
puturage.

the basin

the

bottoma

boraea good

(Upon reaching the Green and l>ucheao.eeon.tluence Ashley

purcb.aaed boraea tro11 aoae Ute Indi&DJSand ascended. the Duchesne River.)

TheN

-:r be ••

question aa to which river Aehley aacel'lded,

the Duchesne or the Strawberry u Escalante had done.

Somewrit.era

9
(Harrie.

1908) believe Ashley took the Strawberry branch while others

(Morgan. 1955) believe he took the Duchesne branch.
The inf'orma.tion given by General Ashley is somewhat misleading.
He states

that

some seven miles up the river

from the oonfluenoe of the

Strawberry and the Duchesne Rivers he and his pa.rty left
traveled

the river and

up a side canyon some two milesa

After traveling two miles encamped in pine hills where we found
some water in the head of a hollow. This country continues almost
entirely destitute of game [si(LJ we have not been able to kill
anything
• • • • (Morgan, 1955) •
Traveling al011g the Strawberry River for eight miles a large
ravine (Rabbit Gulch) is encountered where the present day highwayforty crosses the Strawberry River.
area, however, some are mineral.
pinyon

There a.re several springs in this

The surrounding

hills

are covered with

and juniper.
A ravine which can be ascended, having springs and the hills

clothed in pine does not exist along the Duchesne River for over fifteen miles from the confluence on the two rivers.
Later on in his narrative
oak, and cedar encountered further
encountered along both rivers
Duchesne River especially

General Ashley mentions the pine,
up the river.

Thia situation

is

but it is much more pronounced alo11g the

around Tabiona.

However, the author believes

General Ashley followed the Strawberry River up to and through Strawberry Valley, and over the mountains into the headwaters of the Weber
(~eaunaventura) River.
Ashley also mentions the desolate
yond the conjuction
to the indians

condition of the country be-

of the Duchesne and the Green Rivers.

Ashley spoke

concerning this country and they gave him the following

10

answers

"All the country knovn to them South and West from Tewinty

River (E1nta Rive~
indians

inhabiting

was almost entirely
that region subsist

horses (Dale, 1918)."
vegetation

destitute
principally

This would seem to indicate

was very sparse or at least

this is unlikely

a trading

1832, somewhere north of the present

course of the Uinta River.

site

away.

fish,

and

an area in which the

feed.
post, Fort Wintey, in

of Whiterooks, along the

Aocording to reports

the fort by the indians were the largest
was especially

on roots,

one in which game was sparse and

unless there was not sufficient

Antoine Rubedeau established

of game, that the

the skins brought to

Rubedeau had ever seen.

This

true of the deer skins that were brought to the fort.

Fort Wintey was destroyed

in 1844 by indians while Rubedeau was

They completely destroyed

the fort killing

all of the people.

The next white man to enter the :Basin was General Fremont.
Fremont ma.dehis way eastward from Utah Lake to Fort Uintah (Wintey)
in 1844. Fremont arrived

at the fort

shortly

before it was destroyed

(Reagan, 1933)1
June 1, 1844 - We left today the Duchesne fork and after traversing a broken country for about sixteen miles arrived at noon
at another considerable branch, a river of great velocity,
to
which the trappers have improperly given the name Lake Fork.
Continuing our route across a broken country of which the higher
parts were rocky and timbered with cedar and the lower parts
covered with good grass we reached on the afternoon of the 3rd,
the Uintah Fort, a trading post belonging to Mr. A. Robidoux
(Morrill, 1941).
It is hard to ascertain
from the information

just where Fremont crossed the country

given but if Fremont followed somewhat of a direct

course he would have gone through the country around the present
Upalco, through Cedarview, Neola, and on to the Fort.
the country is very broken with the hills

day

Along this course

being rocky and covered with

ll
juniper and pinyon.

Below or

very broken but the bills

1011th

o! th1• coune tbe country is wo

are not covered With juniper and pinyon.

In the Spring of 1870, John Wesley Powell headed an expedition
that

entered

t.h.e Uinta Basin by way of the Green River.

The purpose

of his expedition down the Green River to the Colorado waa pri.lU:rily
geological

but he did make a few notes concerning

The first

the vegetation.

mention ot veget&tion came when the party reached.

Island :Parka
Turning to the right As near as can be determined Powell was on
the west edge or Blue Mountain when making the observation.
The
park u below ua, with its ialand. groves renected by the deep
quiet waters.
Rich meadows stretch out on either hand, to the
verge of a al.oping plain, that comes down from the distant mountains.
These plains are almost naked rock, strange contrast to
the meadows (Powell, 1875).

Upon entering

the valley

below Split Mountain canyon Powell re-

cords the followings
again, we soon debouch into a beautiful
valley, and glide
down its length tor ten miles and camp under a grand old eotton-

Starting

wood. • • •

On the plains,

to the left,

antelope

are feeding.

June 27 - Now our way is along a gently nowing river, beeet
with many islands; grove• are seen on either side, and natural
meadows, where herds of antelope are teeding.

June 29 .. Along the coune of the Green however, from tbe toot
of Split Mountain canyon to a point some distance below the mouth
of the Uinta, there are JUn7 groves of cottonwood, natural m.eadowa,
and rich land.

Thia arable belt

extends some distance

up the White

on the ea.et, and the Uinta, on the west, and the time muat
soon come when settlera will penetrate th.is countey and make homes

Riffr,

(Powell,

1875).

There is not very much intormation pertaining to vegetation in
the above records
willows,

neither

other than along the river.

and other vegetation

is any distinction

The types of trees,

making 11pthese groves is not mentionedJ

made u to what type ot plants that made up

12

the meadows.
A very similar

situation

as described

today as seen from a boat floating
bottom and flood plains

The principal

(Distichlis

with large meadows dispersed

vegetation

The river
cot-

among the

growing in the meadows is sa.ltgrass,

in fact many of these meadows are made up entirely

striota)

of sa.ltgraas.

down the Green River.

the eye

are covered with a growth of principally

tonwood (Populus fremontii)
trees.

by Powell greets

Powell records a few more notes ooncernillg the vegetation

of the basin,
July 1 - This morning, with two of my men, I started for the
agency. {J.ndian Agency located in the present White Rooks
Vioiniti]
It is a toilsome walk, twenty miles of the distance
being across a sand desert.
Occasionally we have to wade the
river, crossing it back and forth.
Toward evening, we cross several beautiful streams, which a.re tributaries
of the Uinta., and
we pass through pine groves and meadows, arriving just at dusk at
the Reservation (Powell, 1875).

The hills

and benches surrounding

the floodplains

Uinta, and Green Rivers are extremely barren.
vegetation

of a perennial

of small shrubs.

Atriplex

Only a. limited

amount of

nature can be found; most of which consists

The dominant species

oorrµgata,

of the Duchesne,

being Atriplex

confertifolia.,

Tetrac:tymia spinosa, and Artemisia ~,

rocky and exposed slopes.

The soils

from heavy clays thro1.1&hlight

on the more

through this area vary greatly

sands.

Powell continued his journey down the Green River thus his
account deals only with the Eastern part of the basin.
ever, mention what a desolate

country it was after

He did, how-

entering

the canyon

that cuts through the Tave.puts Plateau.
The first

settlements

a.round Ashley Valley.

within the basin were located

Parson Dobbs, ex-indian

OurayAgency, established

in and

agent of the Uinta.-

a homestead in 1s73. Four yea.re later

Jensen

13
was founded by a group of Mormons sent out there by Brigham Young.

The

communities of Dry Fork and Maeser were founded in 1878.
These earlier

settlers

were almost all

anywhere from a few to several
to herds of several

hundred head of cattle

submitted

1850's.

for agriculture

livestock,

having

or a small band

was probably a result

of the

to Brigham Young by the men he sent out into this

country in the late
suited

people,

thousand head of sheep.

This large number of livestock
report

livestock

principally

This report

because of the severity
sheep,

the country was not

stated

of the climate

but that

could be grazed for a few months during

the summer.
Almost no information

was found concerning

stock or the type of vegetation
port was found, however, that
jected

to grazing

upon which they grazed.
stated

In 1905, twenty-five
to grazing,

the settlement

the entire

from

was sub-

reservation

years after

the reservation

came a great

influx

1905to 1941
the entire

reservation

was

was opened for settlement.
of people,

employment of the government digging ditches,
fences.

An agency re-

by 1880.
Vegetation

subjected

the numbers of live-

With

many of whom were in the

canals,

and building

Even though these people were in the employment of the govern-

ment most all

of them had a few head of livestock.

along with those of the settlers
During the grazing

period,

Their livestock

were grazed yearlong

which was started

as the grasses

became green,

long distances

from the settlements.

just

on the ranges.

as soon in the spring

the range stock would be taken to ranges
The dairy animals,

however, were
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gathered

together

These pastures

into a community herd and taken to the pastures.

consisted

of natural

meadows along water courses and

around springs.
The first
most easily
streams.

land to be settled

be delivered,

was the land on which water could

most of which l&J" close to the rivers

This meant that the livestock,

were put on rangeland
put forth

further

in a paper written

one of the original

especially

from the communities.

and

the beef and sheep,
This situation

is

by John Robert Giles about his grandfather,

settlers

in Tabiona,

By the end of 1915 the area around Tabiona and even most or the
land along the Duchesne River was taken by settlers.
However,
there was good grazing range in Strawberry that no one had used
up until this time. The Giles family decided that this area was
one in which they could move their stock to relieve their present
On a mild February day in 1916 Draper entered
overgrazed range.
Redoreek range with about two hundred and fifty head of cattle.
As the snow was rather deep he at first kept the stock amoung
/jicJ the rough ledges where there was an abundance of tall dry
grass sticking out of the snow. As the weeks passed they worked
their way into the cedar breaks and then into the Strawberry
Bottoms along the creek.
The feed here was about the best the
Giles boy had ever seen.

. .In. the. . winter
. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. ..
the cattle were moved into the cedar breaks be-

tween Strawberry and Redoreek for protection from storms. Also
the dry grass was plentiful
which made feeding hay unnecessary
(Giles, 1955).
Interviews
lies

leads to the conclusion

of grazing.
cattle
until

with some of the original
that this

If one individual

settlers

did not have a sufficient

size could be gathered.

community would send a herd.
possible

in the spring

them back in the fall.

and left

fami-

seems to have been the pattern

and sheep to warrant a herder then neighbors
a herd of sufficient

and their

number of

would get together
Sometimes an entire

The herds would be taken out as early as
on the range until

the snow would force
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The cattle

and sheep from the settlements

the basin would generally

some oases, especially

remain on the range for the entire

Ashley Valley.
require

would be trailed

or ha.y would be fed.

dry land alfalfa

year.

before much land was under cultivation,

stock from the higher settlements
try for wintering

in the lower parts

or natural

four or five days.

meadows not used for pasture

Many

In

the live-

into the lower coun-

This ha.y was either

Most often it was hauled.

of

out from

or hauled from

This trip would oft times

times a third

or more of the hay that

oould be hauled would be fed to the horses while making the trip.
Personal

Interviews

Amongthe people interviewed
Jessen,
settlers,

Lorentz Albert,

and Dorthella

(Lynn Farnsworth,

La Farge Dastrup,

were original

William Feildstead,

of original

Ray Oman, Leslie

and Leland Hair).

Pearson,

All of the

except Leland Hair, are or have been livestock

people, grazing livestock

on public lands.

as Mr. "Nat" Hansen, range conservationist
Agency, and Clyde Lambert, retired
of the Ashley National

(William

Dastrup) and children

George Fisher Senior,

above named persons,

settlers

forest

Professional

people such

for the Uinta-Ouray Indian
ranger on the Altonah District

Mr. Lambert was

Forest were also interviewed.

ranger from 1925 to 1955.
William Jessen first
time he filed

came into the Uinta Easin in 1905, at which

for a homestead in the Boneta area.

According to Mr.

Jessen much of the country was covered with sagebrush and grasses.
grasses

"The

oft times came up to a man's feet as he rode along on his horse.

There were JB8J1Ydifferent

kinda of grasses

could be seen above the bruah.

and flowers,

man, of which

0

In the course of the conversation

Mr. Jessen mentioned the sparse
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cover found among the juniperss

,.There were many different

kinds of

but they just did not grow like they did in the sagebrush.

grasses

This was probably because the soil

type area did the juniper
the Rocky areas;

was too rocky."

grow Mr. Jessen said they were confined to

mostly hills.

According to Mr. Jessen's
meadows along the rivers

account there were very .few natural

in the middle elevations

abundant at lower and higher elevations.

but ~hat they were

The reason he gave for this

was that the streams ran too fast

situation

When asked in what

and that they were too

in the middle elevations.

straight

Iv grandfather

and grandmother,

Dastrup moved from Salina
ing grandfather

Lorentz Albert and Dorthella

into the 13asin in 1911.

made two trips

into the basin.

Prior to their

Upon returning

mov-

to

Salina he remarked that the part of the basin he had seen was not a:n.ygood for farming,
site

that just
~

but the streams and their

clear water was a

could not be described.

times grandfather

tween Salina. and Altona.hand
fed, just

clean,

would tell

of the trips

they made be-

how the horses would never have to be

turned loose to grazes

"The better

meadows were found along

the course of the Duchesne River becoming fewer and smaller along the
Lake Fork.

Onoe we reached the Altonah Bench the grasses

and flowers

were again .found in abundance."

Grandmother described
the most beautiful
bow

sites

the bench lands in the spring as one of

she had ever seen,

"Every color of the rain-

could be seen among the gray of the sage brush.

every description

could be found and later

could be seen above the sage, their

Wild flowers of

on in the summer the grasses

heads noding gracefully

in the
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breezes.

The grasses

became even more beautiful

towards fall

as they

turned from green to a golden color."
Grandfather

acted as foreman in the construction

canals that were built
with horses,

in the Altonah area.

thus requiring

area of construction.

All of this work was done

a large number of horses in the immediate

Grandfather

the horses in good condition
did not require

of ma.ey of the

said all that was necessary

was to feed them a few oats:

to keep

"The horses

any hay because of the abundance of feed found in the

sagebrush."
Lynn Farnsworth,

now a resident

of Altamont, spent his youth on

what is known as the Mountain HomeBench.

This bench is found some

four miles west of Altonah and is five hundred to one thousand feet
higher

in elevation.

Farnsworth's

father,

time the livestock

The Farnsworth
required

Canal, named in honor of Mr.

seven years to complete.

of the settlers

were ranged in the sagebrush areas.

Many of the people in Mountain Home and Talmage raised

grazed on the range the entire

During this

sheep which were

year.

When asked about the abundance of grasses and forbs Mr.
Farnsworth made the following

comment:

The grasses were abundant especially in the sagebrush and
oakbrush 11 • [1here is not any oakbrush in the central portion
of the basin but large amounts of Cercocarpus montanus, are
found in the upper reaches of the brush zone or mountain brush
zone as described by Graham (1937)] Grasses of many different kinds
could be found. Also in the spring of the year a great many wildflowers could be seen among the sagebrush.
'

1

There were very few grasses and flowers however in the juniper
but in
stands.
The junipers were found mostly on rocky hillsides
some areas they were found growing in the bottomlands but not nearly as much as they are now.
In the course of our conversation

Mr. Farnsworth was asked what
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he meant when he said the juniper

is more widespread now than it used

To this question Mr. Farnsworth answered; "in areas such a.s the

to be.

mouth of Mud Springs Draw, which is now covered with junipers,
one time covered with sagebrush,
could be found, especially
La Farge Dastrup,

herder by the Crystal

grasses

and wildflowers.

uncle of the author,

Brothers

wa.s employed as a sheep-

during part of his younger life.

Brothers

River.

At one time this ranch supported two families

owned and operated a ranch located

Their operations

ranged on the National
during the winter.
Forest

Other areas

in and around Talmage."

Crystal

men.

was at

included both sheep and cattle.
Forest

The

on the Yellowstone

and twelve hired
The cattle

were

during the summer and fed on the ranch

The sheep, however, were ranged on the National

during the summer and trailed

to the winter range south and east

of z.tyton during the winter.
Prior
trailed

to lambing time, late April and early May, the sheep were

back north reaching

ing began.

the mouth of Mud Springs by the time lamb-

La Farge Dastrup said this

grounds because of the protection,
of water.

However in the last

area was used for the lambing

the amount of feed, and the abundance

years of his employment, 1924 and 1925,

he said the amount of feed to be found in Mud Springs was much less
than when he started

to work for the Crystals.

La li'arge Dastrup mentioned many times the abundance of the

grasses

and £orbs found on the summer ranges,

The grasses and wildflowers grew so tall it was ha.rd to see the
sheep when we first moved onto the ranges in the summer or when we
moved from one basin to another.
situation.
If the snow got
The winter range was a far different
more than a few inches deep the grasses and dry weeds would almost
be covered.
Of course the brush would not be covered.
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Ray Oman and Leslie Pearson were raised
This bench is somewhat lower in elevation
but supports

similar

than the Mountain Homebench

Both of these men have been and still

R~ Oman is the only one of the two who still

are cattlemen.
cattle

vegetation.

on the Boneta Bench.

on the National

forest.

In talking

to these men they said it

was when they

was hard for them to remember just what the situation
were children

grazes

but one thing they did remember was the great abundance

of the wildflowers

during the sprin8 of the year.

Mr. Oman said since the time he began to "run" cattle

the area

looked much the same as it does today except for the amount of grass.
The grasses

were a little

more abundant in the sagebrush areas in the

past than they are now. Accordin8 to his account the summer ranges
might even be a little
William

better,

Feildstead

especially

has lived

he has operated a very successful
raising

cattle

at least

and a few sheep.

a large portion

summer months.

the reseeded areas.

most of his life

farm.

His operations

Mr. Feildstead

privileges

consists

of

grazes his cattle,

of them, on the national

He has held grazing

in Boneta where

forest

or

during the

on the forest

since

about 1931:
During the time I have grazed cattle on the mountain the ranges
deteriorated
because of overgrazing.
The number of cattle were
reduced and the ranges began to come back. I believe the ranges
are in as good a condition now as they were when I first started
grazing cattle on the forest.
I feel more livestock could be
grazed on the ranges than are now grazing there.

In stating
Feildstead

reasons

for the improvement of the ranges Mr.

enumerated the following

as the pr ime factors.

1.

Decrease in the number of livestock

2.

Better distribution
about with fences,

grazing the forest.

of the livestock which was brought
water developments and range riders.
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3 • Reseeding

George Fisher Senior is one of the largest
and has been for a number of years.
that he felt

the vegetation

grasses

and wildflowers

areas.

The forest

Mr. Fisher indicated

had changed over the years,

were more abundant especially

has been greatly

in the area
to the author

11

! believe

the

in the sagebrush

improved over the pa.st few yea.rs

because of the spraying and reseeding

primarily

cattlemen

that has been carried

on. 11

Leland Hair, uncle of the author,

was raised

his younger life.

His father

Vernal and Prioe.

The route most often traveled

pt,ton, through the lowlands,
ton.

was in the freighting

in Vernal during
business

between

ran from Vernal to

dovn Nine-Mile Canyon and on into Welling-

According to Leland Hair the only feed they had to talce with them
horses during the summer was a few oats.

for their
pecially

a.long the Duchesne River,

the grasses

In many areas,

es-

stood up to a horses

stomach.
Later on a road was built
when freight

over Indian Canyon which was used

was to be picked-up or distributed

crossed and recrossed

at Duchesne.

the creek eleven times before reaching

It would be impossible without considerable

the canyon.

work to cross the creek any place at the present

concerning the range conditions.

time.

He said thirty
tell

depleted

grazing on the Indian land was begun in 1937.

years prior

from the records

in providing

Mr. Hansen is of the

opinion that the range on the agency land was very severely
at the time regulated

the top of

construction

"Natn Hansen of the Indian Agency was veey helpful
information

The road

to this time (1907) that as far as he could

at the agency and from talking

to the Indians the
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range eupported a luxuriant

p-owth of graaaea, forbs, and palatable

brwJh.

Mr. Hansen also said that at the present time that port.ion ot
the 8W111Utr
and. epring•tall

range encompassed. in the reservation

bandl.e m&U7more liveatock

than are now being

cordance with what Ml'. William 1eildstead

could

gr&1ed1t ( Thia ia in ac-

told the author.)

Mr. Barlsen

also said that the vi.at.er range bad not yet recovered .f'rom its deple-

ted state and is in veey poor condition witb. wind erosion taking a
heavy toll.
Clay Stevena, aseiatant

to Mr. Hansen, atter having read tbe

records at the Agency, is or muchthe same opinion as is Mr. Bansen
with one exception.

the junipers

Thia exception

and pinTOns.

coucema the growth and apread of

Mr. Haneen and Ml'. Stevens both believe

the

are invading the aagebrueh region• but becauee of different

junipers
reasons.

Mr. Hao.sen believes

ses caused 'by overgruing

that

the thinning

1a direetl.7

Mr. Stevens believe•

pinyon invuion.

to the ooatrol of tire.
g:ruee• were greatly

and death of tbe gras-

responsible

this

tor this

invasion

Mr. Stevena does believe,

juniper-

ii due primarU,.

hovev-er, that the

tb.inned by over,grazing.

Clyde Limbert was aleo v-er, helpful

in preparing

this

paper.

Whenhe cuae into the baain, u a ranger, in 192.Smuch of the range•
land was severely

especially

overgrazed

in pretty

poor condition.

Thie was

true of the rangeland contained in the Ute Indiaa:,.Reeerva-

tiou and the spring tall
higher

nd

tUlllllel"

raogea.

range• ot the .toreat,

but n.ot true ot the

According to MJ;-. Lambert the lower range con-

t.inued to deteriorate until about 1940, some five 19are alter

regw.ated
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gruing wu started on tbe reservation land.
The moat abundant grasses on the lower ranges at this

time were

species ot Agropyron, Elymus, Poa, Feetuca, Stipa, llordeum, and Ory•
zopais.

ill

were well represented

in the more sheltered

places accord-

ing to Mr. Lambert.

In describing the montane regions Mr. Lambert eaidt
teacuea, sedges, and jun.cue species made up

Timothya, pou,

and grass like vegetat.ioo.J lupines, daisys, aatera,
weede, and cinquetoil made up the dominant broad.•leat vegetation.
Allot the mountain meadowscontain willowe or various varieties.
the graeses

treee ot

region are most:1.Jall alpine tir and Engelmann
spruce at the higher elevation, Douglas f'ir, blue spruce, lodge-

The

the

pole pine, and upen

at the .middle elevations

and aepen at the lover elevations.

L. H. Puunel made .five collecting

trips

with ponderosa pin&

in the Uinta Mountain•

to gather graeees for his paper, "The Oras.as ot the Uinta Mountains
and Adjacent Regions."
and 1908.

Marq

or the

These trips were made in 1898, 1899, 1901, 1902
apecimena collected

Northern elopes ot the Uintu,
did, however, collect
ing

a

were collected

on tile

an area oot coYered ill tb.ia werl.c. He

some apecimena in the Uinta Basin and the follow-

taken t.rom ha works
The grasses o:t the region are largely boreal,

Poa, Cal.amag:roatie,

rived lroiaoutb

~•tu,

ota33acent

such genera aa

are well represented.

Oenera de•

St!ia

arid plains are represented by~t~ ot which there are MYefl speeiea, one the
eomata
ely di.8tribu•
rei'cli'ea northwestern Iowa. The s. viridula rather
ted in the weet ia another common
species. The s. lettermanii
and§.• twe!dli a.re alpine and 1ubalpine.
The Hordewnjubatum and its close ally H. ca.espitoawn are colUIOn
in al~
at 1ower altitude• while tiie H. nodo•wn
ia cown
at higher altitudes.
The Gaint ~ Qraaa (Etvama
condeaeatu1)
is co.111D1Gn
along alkali strew
or borders ototl"taie
be3a l'ro•
.$,000•7,500 feet.
The marshy parts contain auch willow& as
Salix etr:teta, s. lutea, s. chlo~lla
and Gewn triflol'Wll,
@ijeroualibell'wi. Poaeiuli arul • wolfii.---S.• parka mqu.enti.i become drf later iii tlie aeaion {Pammel, 191.3).
Thie ii not a collplete naume of the l}'eciea collected but the
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work does not lend itself
ecological

to an analysis

point of view but rather

of the vegetation

from an

a taxonomical.

Edward H. Graham's "Botanical Studies in the Uinta Ba.sin of
Utah and Colorado" outlines
plant associations
the existing

the vegetational

found within the basin.

zones and the dominant
Rather than using any of

schemes of zones such as those developed by Tideetrom,

Shantz, Cottam, and others Graham developed a system of his own.
The following scheme was developed by Graham (Graham, 1937)1

13,500
Alpine

-----

11,000

1

10,000

1

10,000

Spruce-Fir

Lodgepole Pine

8,700'

8,000

Timber Line

1

Fir-Aspen
Sub-Montane Shrub

Aspen

----

7,500'
6,000 1

Juniper-Pinyon

7,000' Sub-Montane Shrub

5,500' Juniper-Pinyon
4,500' Mixed Desert Shrub

Mixed Desert Shrub 4, 500'

Tava.puts Plateau

Uinta Mountains
As can be seen from the diagram similar vegetation

is round in the

Uinta Mountains and the Tava.puta Plateau but the same vegetation
is found at higher elevations
Graham's Associations

on the plateau

type

(Graham, 1937).

studies will be referred

to later

in this

work in the section on Vegetation Studies.
In 1937 a cooperative
The participating
vation Service,

range survey was made (P. B. Lister,

agencies were the Forest Service,

1937).

the Soil Conser-

and the Indian Agency. A broad type map of almost the
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entire

central

portion of the basin was developed.

The following are

comments made in the introduction:
General conditions of the Range: Except on certain areas at
higher elevations, there is little of the reservation whioh ha.a
not been over-grazed up to within recent times. The heavy- grazing
that prevailed for many years resulted in range deterioration
until
the grazing lands todq support only a fraction of the forage of
which they are capable.
Grazing of the timbered ranges in the higher portions has
generally been lighter than on the lower areas, with the result
that a large amount of grasa oan still be found on the summer
ranges. There is, as a consequence, little
erosion except in the
vicinity of watering places or along poorly constructed roads.
On the middle range a fair stand of grass still
persists,
but
the predominating vegetation consists of shrubs or annual weeds
of low or mediocre palatability
that does not furnish the quantity
of forage for cattle that similar densities of grass would supply
under proper management.

The grass mantle of the lower portions of the reservation, used
extensively in the past for spring-fall
grazing and as lambing
grounds, is now almost or entirely gone, although it was rather
widespread at one time. The disappearance of the cover has been
due in pa.rt to heavy- grazing by cattle, but more directly the many
years of continued overgrazi.Dg by sheep.

. .On. the
. . most
. .. . ... ... . . ... . . .. . . . . . . . . .
severely eroded lower range country, the principal

vegetation consists of 8JD8.llstunted bushes or sagebrush or rabbit brush intermixed with clumps of prickly pear (Opuntia fragilis)
and horsebrush (Tetracbmia spinosa).
Aside from annuals which come
up rather abundantly during the summer, there is little
other vegetation on large portions of the lower range (Lister, 1937).
The above material

gives an idea of the range conditions

over

a large portion of the reservation.
There was another survey made in 1937under the direction
L.

s.

Stoddart.

This survey was a reconna.iesanoe type survey in which

a general range condition for the Uinta Basin was given.
distant
jqesii)

of

"In places

from water, small remnant areas of Galleta. grass (Hilaria
and grams. graBS (Bouteloua gracilis)

abundance of these better

gra.ases. ''

indicate

(Stoddart .!i

the .former

li•, 1937).
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According to this work the p~on-juniper
of grasses than the low lands.

In~

zone was more depleted

areas the p~on-juniper

has been used for lambing grounds because of the protection
they afford.

Thia

may

zone

from weather

be the reason for this more depleted condition.

The stocking rate during this time (1937) was in excess of the
capacity of the ranges.

carrying

least

fifty

percent too great.

It was estimated that the rate was at
The national

forests,

which constitute

the summer ranges were being stocked at an estimated rate which was
less than the stocking rate being applied to the spring-fall
ra.Dges, thus the abuse was taking place on spring-fall
areas which require

list

the longest

time to recover.

and winter

and winter ranges,

The f'ollowing is a

of causative-factors:
1.

Over-grazing

2.

Improper grazing time - too early

3. Adverse weather conditions.
The first

two are the only ones that could have been controlled.

In 1939, the Indian Agency purchased from various homesteaders
the area. known a.s the Ute Extension which lays south and east of Ouray.
During December of 1941 the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

Fort Duchesne, Utah made a reconnaissance
of the purchase.
erosion,

and whether or not any erosion soars were

In the discussions

Extension,

survey of the lower portions

The prillla.ry emphasis was placed on the amount of

type of erosion,

healing.

Ute Indian Agency,

of the various units comprising the Ute

mention is made of the dominant plant oover, the condition

of the cover, and the apparent reasons for the condition.
In every area discussed,

regardless

of the vegetation

the range condition was recorded as deteriorated

type,

with various types of
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erosion takillg

ita toll

on the soil.

In no instance

was a statement

made which suggested erosion was being checked. · In every instance
recoJDDlendations for rehabilitation
of livestock,

and (2) Artificial

the

were the sam.et (1) Reduce the number
revegetation

where possible

and feas-

ible.
Another interesting
the higher elevations

reason given £or the increased

erosion in

(along Hill Creek and other streams) was the de-

crease in the number of beaver.

With a decrease in these animals

erosion of the stream channel increased

and in areas such as the Hill

Creek flood plain the channel was so lowered that the plain was drained,
causing the grasses

to die, being replaced by brush species.

M·,

reason was also given for other areas (Young.!!

This same

1941).

Discussion
The earliest
tational

records of the Uinta :Basin contain little

information.

growth of vegetation

and streams.
and the valleys

The little
especially

information

vege-

given indicates

a good

along the lower parts of the rivers

The mention b:, Fremont of the hills
covered with grasses indicates

clothed with cedar

that the benchlands

supported a good growth of vegetation.
This information

interviewed.

is fortified

by

the accounts of the people

In almost ever, case mention was ma.de of the abundance

of grasses and wild flowers found in the sagebrush areas.
city of grasses and £orbs found in the pinyon-juniper

The scar-

stand was also

emphasized.
Clyde Lambert and "Nat" Hansen both professional
aaid they felt

the ranges supported a good vegetational

range men also
cover when the
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basin was opened for settlement
ranges at this
Lambert felt

in 1905.

time (1905) had started

were in poor condition

Uinta Basin.

In fact he said,

because the lower ranges

in 1925 when he ca.me into the

"The ranges were in such a poor condi-

information

is oorrelated

Indian Agency in which it states
jected

Clyde

more than 20 years to reach such a condi-

tion it would have required
When this

however that the

on a downward trend.

this must have been the situation

on the forest

tion."

They felt

with the records

that almost the entire

of the

basin was sub-

to grazing as early as the 1880 1 s it seems im.parative that when

the basin was opened for settlement

the ranges had undergone consider-

able deterioration.
that had taken place was greatest

The deterioration
range areas.

The more palatable

less desirable

species.

shrubs and grasses

on the winter

were replaced

The middle and upper altitude

with

ranges had not

been overgrazed to the same extent as the winter range thus the deterioration

was not so great.

been weakened by overgrazing
with less desirable
wildflowers

species

was a possible

under a sagebrush-grass

and some replacement
had taken place.
indication

association

of desirable

had
specie•

The great abundance of

of range deterioration.
wildflowers

but do not abound to the degree as explained
(Christensen

shrubs and grasses

The more palatable

Normally

or forbs are present

by the people interviewed

1963a).

Regulated grazing was initiated
then the Indian Agency.
stock on the national

by the Forest Service and

In 1907, permits were required

forests.

Indian Agency the entire

first

According to information

Uinta Basin was subjected

to graze livefound at the

to grazing by the
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l880's.

Thus it was some twenty yea.rs from the time the entire

was subjected

to grazing until

on the forest

lands.

regulated

grazing was first

The Indian Agency did not attempt to regulate

1937, but with regulation,grazing
the Indian lands.
National

Forests

in increased

both from tresspass

instituted

grazing until

was almost entirely

This resulted

excluded from

grazing pressure

and allowable

basin

grazing.

on the
With the

of grazing on the Indian Lands the Forest Service allowed

exclusion

more grazing for a period of years to give the people a chance to
adjust.

This resulted
Thus factors

distribution
stock.

in more overgrazing

causing deterioration

of livestock,

were overgrazed and severely
handling methods of livestock.

lack of supplemental

and too many live-

damaged because of poor distribution
These conditions

were increased

the greatest

in 1905.

feed in the basin at the time of settlement.

they have deteriorated

further.

and
and in-

The

amount of abuse because of the

ranges were abused and they have remained in poor condition
areas,

were poor

of the Uinta l3asin in 1905 many areas

with the opening of the basin for settlement

winter ranges sustained

lands.

of the rangelands

improper time of grazing,

Prior to the settlement

tensified

on the forest

These

or, in some

VEGETATIONAL
STUDIES
Methods
The vegetation
Graham (1937).

was divided into communities generally

Data presented

sance method.

were collected

by

the visual

The surveys of the government agencies,

Bureau of Land Management, and Indian Service,
authorlJ in all areas reported.

after
reconnais-

Forest Service,

were combined with the

The survey made by the Indian Service,

Fort Duchesne, Utah (1941) contained

only general

information

while

those made by the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management
contained

quantitative

data.

Clyde Lambert, retired
National Forest,

established

ranger on the Altonah District,
a series

and 1929.

Only a few of these plots

enclosures

sixteen

established

feet by sixteen

immediately outside

tion both inside

of plots

in the years 1925, 1927,

could be found all
feet.

Ashley

of which were

A plot this same size was

the enclosure

so the present

and out, could be compared to the vegetation

vegetawhen the

plots were established.
The Vernal District

of the Bureau of Land Management, Vernal,

Utah made surveys in 1941 and 1960 over principally
These surveys were conducted as explained
was first

divided into communities.

mine these communities.
was traversed

either

(2)

belowc

the same areas.
(1) The vegetation

Aspect dominance was used to deter-

The area covered by a certain

by foot or horseback ma.ny times.
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community

The observer
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would move back a.nd forth across
ered,

the area until

(3) notes were kept on species

each species,
present,

total

erosion,

been completely

present,

it was completely covpercent

ground cover of

ground cover, general range condition,
and general

soil

type, and (4) after

poison weeds

a community had

covered these notes were compiled into range survey

The size of these communities varied from a few hundred to

sheets.

thousand acres.

several

The survey made by the :Bureau of Land Management in 1941 covered
a larger

area tha.n their

area in Hill

1960 survey,

In 1941 the survey covered the

Creek which is now part of the Ute Indian Reservation

is known as the "Ute Extension".

Communities outside

the area covered

by the :Bureau's 1960 survey were surveyed by the author.
method previously

described

with data collected
plete

picture.

was used.

The same

Some of this data was compiled

by the Bureau in 1960 thus presenting

Data collected

and

on rehabilitated

a more com-

areas is presented

separately.
Theoretically
community.

there should have been one survey sheet for each

This would have been impractical

as well as impossible

because of the sudden change from one community to another.
sult many survey sheets
of this situation

covering one community were compiled.

the author felt

ity could be obtained

a better

overall

picture

Because

of a commun-

if the survey sheets of the community were com-

bined into one summary sheet.
sented separately

As a re-

Information

from the 1941 survey is pre-

from the 1960 and 1963 surveys.

Pictures

a.nd indivi-

dual survey sheets oan be found in the appendix.
On some of the smaller

communities such as the cottonwood river
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flood-plain

and saltgraes

range rides were made.

meadow, badlands,
It was felt

and the sarcobatus

only

because of their

small size or the

small amount of usable forage produced the condition

could be establish-

ed from the range rides.
Graham

(1937) and Welsh (1957) were used for the nomenclature of

this paper.
Results
Cottonwood River Flood Plain and Saltgrass

Meadow

The lowest communities within the Uinta Basin is the cottonwood
river

flood-plain

dominated by Populus fremontii.

found along the lower reaches of the larger
Associated
saltgrass

very closely

This community is

rivers.

with the cottonwood community is the

meadow. These meadows are sometimes forty

in size and made up of a single

species,

Distichlis

and fifty
stricta.

acres
One such

meadow can be found near Ouray, Utah.
The general appearance of the cottonwood areas have not changed
appreciably,

but upon close examination these areas are seen to have

been greatly

altered.

understory
tirely

The trees

remain relatively

which was formerly made up of herbs and shrubs is almost en-

lacking in many places.

the deterioration.

Overgrazing is undoubtedly the cause of

This condition

to change because of the position
areas are surrounded by vegetation
the river

unchanged, but the

furnish

is one that would be extremely hard
of the community.
without trees,

the only protection

to livestock

sun and heat and winter storms and cold.

The cottonwood

and the trees

along

and game from summer
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l3adla.nds
In many areas of the basin badlands exist.
true of the lands flanking

the river

a nature as to almost entirely

floodplains.

The soil

exclude vegetation.

is of such

A sparse vegetation

corr;ugata is sometimes found on the "buckskin" knolls.

of Atriplex
Atriplex

This is especially

is also found in abundance on isolated

nuttallii

the lower areas the dominant plant is Sarcobatus
poor growth of Salsola
inant understory

areas.

vermiculatus.

On
A

very

kali and Bromus tectorum are commonas the dom-

species.

Because of the position
more productive

winter ra.nge areas,

out exception.

Also because of the soil

pH, and poor structure),

erosion

between the rivers

of this area,

it is badly overgrazed almost withconditions

is very active.

badlands have changed in composition following
grazing is not known.

It is evident

and the

however

(high salt,

high

The degree that these
the introduction

of

that they have changed

somewhat because in Graham's work Bromue tectorum and other introduced
species now present

were not mentioned in these areas

thus indicating

- some change.
Sarcobatus

Community

Between the badlands and the cottonwood and saltgrass
ties

along the lower parts

by Sarcobatus
vegetation

vermiculatus

of major rivers
as the overstory

is made up primarily

Graham (1937) mentions neither
Sarcobatus

connnuni-

is found a.n area dominated
vegetation.

The understory

of Bromus tectorum and Salsola ~of these plants

as members of his

Association , but Welsh (1957) recorded

these plants.

In recent years an exotic from the Old World, Ta.marix pentandra,
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has become and is becoming a dominant member of the plant

comm.unities

found along and near the water courses at the lower elevations.
Tamarix pentandra
many

is found scattered

areas especially

throughout

on abandoned farms along the various

tamarix makes up the dominant vegetation.

In

the Uinta 13asin.
rivers

According to Christensen

(1962) tamarix was not found in any grea.t abundance in the Uinta :Basin
prior

to 1935. Graham, in 1937, mentions tama.rix as being found only

in isolated

places and growing in sandy situations

Tamarix has become a serious

River.

Uinta Basin eapeoially

a.long the Green

invader in many parts

along the rivars

of the

and streams at the lower eleva-

tions.

Another exotic which is causing much concern within the Uinta
:Baain, especially
Elaeynus

in irrigated

angustifolia

mined this

(Christensen,

tree was introduced

measure in 1936.

pastures

at the lower elevations,

1963b).

As near as oan be deter-

into the Uinta :Basin as a conservation

This tree is very well adapted to the more moist sites

and is spreading very rapidly.

In some areas it has beoome such a proe-

lem that large areas have been sprayed to remove this

Mat AtriEle-Bilaria
The mat Atriplex-Hilaria

Communities covers the largest

Graham (19~7) considered

rate

11

cause of their

this pa.per.

by the great

mat Atriplex

amount of desert pavement.

However, be-

they are considered

This area has in the pa.st been severely
over this entire

area of

this community e.a two sepa-

and Kochia-Hilaria.

very close relationship

erosion is accelerated

tree.

Community

the winter range.
"associationsc

is

community.

as one in

overgrazed.

Wind

This is evidenced

In Table 2, page 31.i, data
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compiled from the 1941 range survey made by the :Bureau of Land Management is presented.
As can be seen from table

was in poor condition

erosion,

in 1941.

2 the mat Atriplex-Hilaria

community

This can be seen from the severity

of

the low percent ground cover, and the poor range condition.

The data in table 3, page 35, is a compilation

of the 13ureau

of Land Management 1960 survey and the survey made by the author in
the spring of 1963.

The survey conducted by the Bureau was limited

the Hill Creek Unit which lies
the Tavaputs Plateau.

to the east cf the "Ute Extension" on

The survey conducted by the author covered areas

to the west and north of the Hill Creek Unit.
Table 2s Range Survey Summary, 1941
Community, Mat Atriplex-Hilaria.
Dominant Vegetation
Grasses
Hilaria

to

Percent of Vegetation
jamesii

Or;y:zopais hY!enoidee
Miscellaneous

Total

23.4
1.8
.8

26.0

Forbs
Miscellaneous

weeds

9.6

9Runtia Jll?R.•
Shrubs

Atriplex

oonfertifolia

15.0

Atriplex

corrugata

22.6

Artemisia AQY!
Jy:temisia spinescens

14.0
1.0
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Chrysothamnus nauseosus

2.0

Tetraszmia apinosa

2.4

Kochia veatita

2.0

Grqia

1.0

apinosa

Eurotia lane.ta

64.4

Miaoellaneoua

100

Percent groUD4 covers

14.2

Poison weedsa Lupinus spp. and Astragalus spp.
General range condition:
Soils

Poor

Light to heavy - Deep to shallow and rocq

Erosions
Sheet a Severe
Gully I

Shall ow

Table 3a Range Survey Summary .. 1960 & 63

Community, Mat Atriplex - Hilaria
Jlom1nant. Vegetation

Percent or Vegetation

Graeaeaa

Hilaria

jamesii

19.0

Oqzopaia lqmenoidea

1.0

Sitanion b;fstrix

1.0

!romus tectorum

2.0

Miaoellaneous

1.2

Forbes
Miscellaneous weeds

2.0

Halopton glom.eratus

2.0

Total

Opuntia spp.

10.0

Shrubas

Atriplex

oonf'ertifolia

27.2

Atriplex

oorrugata

15.6

Atriplex nuttallii

5.0

Tetradymia spinosa

5.4

Chrysothamnus nauseoaus

l.9

Chqsothamnua atenoph,Yllua

1.5

Sarcobatus vermiculatus

1.2

Gutierrezia

2.0

sarothra.e

Kochis. vestita

l.O

Miscellaneous

l

61.9
100

Percent ground covers
Poison weedss

15%

Astragalus

General range condition:

spp. and Halogeton glomera.tus
Poor

Light to heavy - Deep to shallow and rocky

Soils

Erosions
Sheets

Severe

Gullys

Shallow

A comparison of Tables 2 and 3 shows little
of vegetative
vegetative
degree.

cover made up by grasses,

forbs,

change in the amount

and shrubs.

However the

composition ma.king up the shrub oover has changed to some
This change has been an increase

in the number of less

desir-

able shrubs.
There was an increase

in the forbs from 1941-1963.

Most of the
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increase

was due to H.a.l.ogetong;lomeratus.

in the 1941 survey.
in lees desirable

This weed was not recorded

The presence of this weed along with an increase
shrubs indicates

from 1941 to

range deterioration

1963.
Low-Altitude Artemisia Community
Probably the most important part of the winter range, in terms
of forage production,

is the low-altitude

below the pinyon-juniper

community is found just

name to distinguish

this particular

Artemiaia community.

This

belt and it was given

it from the mid-altitude

community that occurs just above the pinyon-juniper

belt.

Artemisia
Also the

low-altitude

Artemisia

community is principally

winter range while the

mid-altitude

Artemisia

community is used either

for summer or spring-

fall range.
Tables 4 and 5, pages 37, 38, ;9, and 40, present
composition from 1941 to 1963.

the changes in vegetative
Table 4 indicates
twenty-eight
percent.

graphically

a fair

range condition

with grasses

composing

percent of the composition and shrubs ma.king up sixty-five

Table 5 indicates
Table 4,

deterioration

of this community.

Summary Range Survey - 1941

Community, Low-Altitude Artemisia
Percent of Vegetative

Dominant Vegetation:
Grassesa

Agropyron emithii
.Agropyron spicatum
Agromon

spp.

Poa seounda

Cover Total

31A
Mat Atriplex-Hilaria Community

South and west o!
Myton, Utah along the road
to Wellington, Utah.
Shrubas Atriplex �
fertifolia, Atriplex
corrugata.
Grassi Hilaria
jamesii.
JUL

Shrubes Tall ehrub ie
Tetradpia apinoaa.
Short ehrub 1a Atriplex
nuttall11.
Oraaes Hilaria
jamea11.

South o! Ouray, Utah.

•

63
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Hilaria. ,jamesii

4.0

Oryzopeis hymenoides

6.6

El;ymus spp.

.6

Koeleria

.8

cristata

Sporobolus cryPtandrus

1.2

Stipa comata

.4

Miscellaneous

1.8

28.0

Forbes

Miscellaneous

weeds

1.0

Shrubsa
Artemisia

tridentata

34.8

Artemisia

~

11.2

Artemisia

spinescens

.4

Atriplex

conf'ertifolia

5.4

Atriplex

oanescene

1.0

Chrysothamnus nauseosus

1.0

Chrysothamnus visidiflorus

.8

Tetrad.ymia spinosa

.4

Gutierrezia

sarothrae

1.6

8.4

Miscellaneous
Percent ground covers
Poison plants:

Soila

19.6

Astragalus

General range condition:

65.0

spp. and Delphinium spp.
Poor to fair

Light to medium - Shallow to deep - Free rock to rocky.

Erosion:
Sheets

Light to moderate

Gully:

Shallow to medium
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Table 5• Swmnary Range Survey - 1960-63

Community, Low-Altitude Artemisia
Percent of Vegetative

Dominant vegetation

Cover

Total

Grassess

Agropyron smithii
Agropyron oriatatum
Agropyron epp.

3.75
.25
1.13

.50

Poa spp.

:BroJllUS
tectorum

1.38

Hilaria

4.5

jamesii

Oryzopais hymenoides

2.75

Stipa comata

.88

Misoellaneous

1.88

Forbs•
Salsola

~

Halogeton glomeratue
Miscellaneous

2.0

.50
2.13

Shru.bss

Artemisia tridentata

41.25

Artemisia nova

12.13

Atriplex

confertifolia

9.25

!triplex

canescens

2.12

Chrzeothamnus nauseosus

5.62

Chrysothamnus stenoph;yllus

1.00

Tetrad.:ymia spinosa

2.13

Eurotia lanata

2.12

Saroobatus vermioulatus

1.75

17.00
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Miscellaneous
Percent ground covers
Poison weeds:

7a.37

2.00

21.25

Astragalus

Zygadenus paniculatus,

spp.,

Delphinium

spp. and Halogeton glomeratus
General range condition:
Soils

Poor to fair

Light to medium - Shallow to deep~ Free

or rock

to very

rocky.
Erosions
Sheets

Light to moderate

Gullyt

Shallow to moderately shallow

4 and 5 points out a marked decrease in

A comparison of tables
the amount of grasses
1941-1963.

Atriplex

in the amount of shrubs from

and an increase
confertifolia,

Tetradymia spinosa,

na.useosus, and Sarcobatus vermiculatus

all increased

Chrysothamnus

and all are poor

forage plants.
This low-altitude
grazed in the past.
tection

Artemiaia Community has been extremely over-

Most of the grasses

of the shrubs.
Of all the vegetation

has the greatest

few alkali

salts.

comprising the winter range this community

rehabilitation

potential.

However isolated

have an excess of these salts.

iromus tectorum, all exotics
iorating

are found only under the pro-

spots within this association

Halogeton glomeratus,
and indicators

range, a.re widespread.

story only in a few places.

' Generally the soil contains

At present

do

Salsola ls!!!, and

of poor range or a deterthey form the dominant under-

40A
Low-Altitude Artemisia Community

Five miles west of
�eser, Utah.
Shrub: Artemisia
tridentata

JUL

63

Two miles ea.st of
La.point, Utah.
Shrub: Artemisia
tridentata

JUL

63
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Pin;y:on-Juniper Community
The pinyon-juniper
Uinta Basin.

On

woodland forms an entire

the Tavaputs Plateau,

community, the pinyon-juniper
steep cany-ons.

at the upper limits

are primarily

of this

confined to the

This is not so evident on the Uinta Mountains.
scopulorum makes up a greater

Juniperus
vegetation

trees

belt around the

on the Tavaputs Plateau

portion

of the juniper

than on the Uinta Mountains.

Juniperus scopulorum and Pinua edulis are found toward the upper
limits

of this community.

Juniperu.s utahensis

forms monotype stands

on the lower areas.
The pinyon-juniper

community is invading both the low-altitude

Artemiaia community and the mid-altitude
on the Tavaputs Plateau.
iety of plants
low.

Artemisia community, especially

The pinyon-juniper

but the forage production

woodland supports a var-

of these species

is rather

Tables 6 and 7, pages 42 and 43, were compiled from data given

in the Bureau of Land Management 1941 and 1960 surveys as well as data
by the author in the spring of 1963.

collected

only the vegetation

composition made up by grasses,

The amount of cover attributed
ately.

The tables

These tables
forbs,

to pinyons and junipers

present
and shrubs.

is given separ-

were prepared in this form because the 1941 survey

was set up this way and better

comparison could be made if the same form

was used.

The author made his tree cover and composition estimates
an airplane

flying

approximately

from

two hundred feet above the ground.

Gambel oak is shown on the Table 6 as being pa.rt of the pinyonjuniper

association.

table does not present

Oak is not found on the Uinta Mountains thus the
an entirely

accurate

picture

of the piny-on-juniper

42
association

on the Uinta Mountains.
Table 61

Summary

Range Survey - 1941

Community, Pieyon-Juniper
Dominant Vegetations

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grasses,
.Agropyron smithii

10.75

Agromon

spp.

.50

Sitanion

qstrix

.50

0ryzopsis
Hilaria

hymenoides
ja.mesii

6.25

4.50

Stipa comata

3.50

Koeleria

2.0

cristata

Bouteloua gracilis

3.25
.50

Poa app.

32.50

Forbes

Miscellaneous weed

10.00

Shrubs1

Artemisia

tridentata

19.25

Artemisia .!!2!!.

s.25

Eurotia

3.25

la.nata

Gutierrezia

sarothrae

3.25

Cercooarpus montanus

6.25

Chrysothamnus nauseosus

4.25

Quercus gambelii

1.75

.Purehia tridentata

1.00

Atriplex

3.75

confertifolia

10.00

43

57.50

Opuntia s:pp.

100.00
Treess

Juniper

65

Pinyon

35

Percent

ground covers

Poison plants&

19.75

Astragalus

General range conditions

spp. and Delphinium spp.
Fair to Good

Soil a Light through heavy
Erosions
Slight

Sheets

to severe

Gully& Shallow to deep

Table 7•

Summary Range Survey

1960-1963

Communitya Pinyon-Juniper
Dominant vegetations

Percent

of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grassess
Agropnon

smithii

18.3

.Agropyron app.

2.0

Sitanion

1.7

hystrix

Oryzopsis gymenoides

6.7

Hilaria

2.0

Stipa

jamesii
comata

3.0

Bromus tectorum
Forbs&
Miscellaneous
Shrubsa

weed

1.0

35.0
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Artemiaia tridentata

21.s

Artellliaia

26• .3

----Eurotia

nova

lanata

2.0

.8

Atriplex coatertitolia

crezsotbamnusna\lSeosus

2.8

.8

C!!qeothamnue stenopeyllus

l.7

Cercocarpus montanus

Outierresia

• .3

aarothrae

.$

Amelancbier spp.

61.0
100.0

Trees:

Juniper

70

Pio.yon

.30

18.7

Percent ground covers
Poison plantet

Aatragalue

General range conditiona

ap. and Delphinium spp.

Poor to tair

Light through heavy - Deep to eballov and very rocky.

Soila
Eroaiout

Sb.eeta Light
0ullJr1

to moderate

Shallow to deep

There are many small sagebrush parks included within the pin7onjuniper community.
The piny-on-juniper
gree.

association

has not changed to any great de-

The only change hu been a alight

increase

in the junipera.

One

change that has occurred which i• not brought out in tables 6 and 7 ia
the invasion

munities.

of tbe juniper•pioyon

co11111uoity
into the Artemiaia com-

44A
Pieyon-Juniper Community

Eight miles west of
Mountain Home, Utah along

"'"'

road to Rook Creek.

�

and Juniperus utahensis.

Trees: Pious edulis

Shrub: Artemisia
tridentata.
Grass: Oryzopsis
hymenoides.

Trees: Pinus edulis
and Juniperus utahensis.
Shrub: Artemisia
tridentata.

Borth of Whiterocks,
Utah.

"'"'
-'
::,
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In the center

primarily

in the greatest

to rocky hills.

Thie is not necessarily

pinyon-juniper
the e~tire

of the Uinta Basin.

the dom-

above and in some areas intermixed with the

community.

This community forms a belt running almost

length of the basin.

fined to the flat-topped

on the

.Artemisia Community

On

the Uinta Mountains this

pranounced while on the Tavaputs Plateau

sis,

occupying

area dominated by shrubs with .Artemisia tridentata

inant shrub is found just

found

the situation

Tavaputs Plateau nor in the east and vest portions
Mid-Altitude

are re-

The pinyons are generally

abundance on the slopes with the junipers

the more level benches.

An

on the Indian

on the Uinta Mountains the pinyons and junipers

Reservation
stricted

of the Uinta Basin and especially

this

is very

shrub community is con-

benches with Pinus edulis,

Juniperu.s utahen-

i!..•scopulorum, Pinus ponderosa, and Pseud.otsuga taxifolia

up the principal

vegetation

on the stee p canyon walls.
more usable forage than any other com-

This community furnishes

munity within the Uinta Basin at the present
A large portion

as well as in the past.

of this community found on the Uinta Mountains is part

of the Ute Indian Reservation.
herbicides,

ma.king

consequently

Much of this

grasses

and resistant

land has been sprayed with
shrubs abound in this

community.
The earliest

records

containing

B:tlY information

about this

community were found at the Fort Duchesne Indian Agency, the Vernal
office

of the Bureau of Land Management, and Vernal office

est Service,
general

The information

of the For-

found at the Agency was contained

survey of what is known as the "Ute Extension."

in the

This was land
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purchased by the Indian Department from private
vey was made in the fall
primarily

of 1939 and contains

of the winter range,

brush community.

The following

land owners.

The sur-

information

only general

thus only touching the mid-altitude
information

sage-

was taken from the above

mentioned survey:
The entire area comprising Big Pack Mountain has been severely
overgrazed and is in very poor condition.
Very little
grass of
a:ny kind can be found.
The shrubs, even the rabbit brueh, has been
severely overgrazed with the junipers showing the characteristic
high lining under such grazing conditions.
The dominarit shrubs
that still persist in this area are species of Artemisia, Chrysothamnus, and Ephedra. In some of the more sheltered areas a few
grasses are found. Species of Agropyron, Poa, Stipa, and Sitanion
predominate.
area is found at the lower part of the

The above described
Artemisia

community and in some years has been used for winter range.

The information

given indicates

a rather

poor range condition.

Table 8, pages 46 and 47, was compiled from a series

of survey

sheets from the 1941 survey of the Bureau of Land Management. The percentages given in the table are averages but it was felt

condition

community would be more accurately

presented

trend over the entire

and

using averages.
Table 8a
Community-a Mid-Altitude

Summa.ryRa.?l8eSurvey 1941

Artemisia

Domina.nt Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Grassess

womon

spp.

l

A{!:rowron smithii

9.66

secunda

3.16

~

l2,! lopgiligaj.a.

.83

Cover

Total
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Koeleria
Oyzopsis

cristata

2.16

1.33

wm,enoides

.5

Hilaria. ja.mesii
Stipa

comata

1.16

Stipa

columbiana

3.33

Bouteloua gracilis

.66

Miscellaneous

2.00

25.e4

7.00

7.00

Forbs,

Miscellaneous

weeds

Shrubs:

Artemisia

tridentata

Artemisia

~

47,70

1.66

Purehia tridentata
Atriplex

5.72

confertifolia

.82

Chrysothamnus nauseosus

2.00

Symphoricarpus oreophilus

.66

Cercocarpus montanus

.50

Amela.nchier spp.

1.30

Miscellaneous

7,82

67.16
100.00

Percent ground cover,
Poison plantsa

35

Delphinium spp . and Astragalus

General range condition:

spp.

Fair to poor

Light to medium - deep to shallow and rocky.

Soila
Erosion:

Sheet:

Light to moderate

Gullya

Shallow to deep
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Table 9, page 49, was prepared from the Bureau of Land Management range survey conducted in 1960 and data gathered by the author in
the spring of 1963. The Bureau survey was conducted on the Hill Creek
Unit which is found on the Tavaputs Plateau.

Condition and trend would

be more accurately

Artemisia

established

data from the portion

for the entire

of the mid-altitude

Uinta Mountains were also presented

community if

Artemiaia Community on the

thus the survey by the author was

ma.de on the sagebrush communities on the Uinta Mountains.
The results

of the Bureau 1960 survey on the mid-sagebrush

com-

munity and the survey made by the author in 1963 are combined in table 9.
Tables 8 and 9 point out a decline
density

in range conditions.

of graseea has been reduced from an average total

five percent
sixty-seven

the greatest

The

of twenty-

to ten percent and the density of shru.bs has increased
percent to eighty-five

percent.

Artemisia

tridentata

from
shows

increase.

The notes on some of the survey sheets used to compile the preceeding table mentions the invasion of the junipers
of this sagebrush community.

Thia situation

Tavaputs Plateau and is resulting

a.round the fringes

is very pronounced on the

in retrogression

of the range cond.i•

tion.
The Indian grazing land lying along the base of the Uinta

Mountains ha.a sustained

very limited

grazing since 1937. This area

probably approaches more nearly the presettlement
a:ny other area in the Uinta Basin,

a survey in this area,

range condition

than

Therefore it was decided to make

prepare the data from such a survey, and then

compare the data obtained to the data presented

in tables

8 and 9.

48A
Pinyon-Juniper Invasion

Mouth of Mud Springs
"'
<lJ

_.
..,::,

Draw; five miles north of
Altonah, Utah.
Juniperus utahensis
invading a mid altitudinal
Artemisia community.

"'

<lJ

Juniperus utahensis

_.
..,

invading a mid altitudinal

::,

Artemisia community.
Spring Hollow Flat.

-- ---�
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Table 91 SummaryRange Survey 1960-1963
Community, Mid-Altitude

A.rtemisia.

Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grasses&

Ap;ropn-on smithii

1.8

Ajt;ropyron spp.

.8

Poa aecunda

.2

f2.!

.8

spp.

Sitanion

2.4

hYstrix

h,:ymenoides

Oqzopsis

1.2

jameeii

2. 4

l3rODJU!
teotorum

.4

Hilaria

10.0

Forbes

Miscellaneous weeds
Shrllbss

A.rtemisia tridentata

63.6

Artemisia

11.2

~

Chgsothamnus na.useosus

l. 4

Eurotia. lanata
Atriplex

.8

confertifolia

4.2

.4

Saroobatus vermioulatus

Tetrad;ymia spinosa

1.0

Miscellaneous

2.4

85.0

100.0
Percent ground covers

Poison plants

20.0

present a Delphinium spp.,

Z,s:adenus paniculatus

Astragalus

spp. and

50
General range condition&

Fair to poor

Light to medium. Deep to shallow and rocky

Soila

Erosions
Sheet,

Light to moderate

Gullya

Shallow to deep

Muoh of the grazing land has been sprayed with herbicides
few yea.rs.

in the past

Part of the survey was conducted on sprayed areas and part

on unsprayed areas.
Table 10, page 51, presents
of the mid-sagebrush

data from the non-sprayed portion

community on the Indian Reservation

Table 11, page 52, presents

Altonah.

north of

data from the sprayed portion

of

the sagebrush community on the Reservation.

A comparison of tables
Artemisia

10 and 11 indicates

Community is very beneficial.

twenty-seven

percent

to forty-five

decreased from seventy percent
shows the greatest

decrease;

Purshia tridentata,

lating

after
effect

from forty

from

The amount of shrubs have

percent • .Artemisia tridentata.
percent

to sixteen

used.

percent.

The spray will kill

than the old growth prior
increased

the spraying

seems to grow

to the spraying.

It 1s not

vigor is caused simply by decreased
or whether the spray actually

plots,

sixteen

feet by sixteen

feet,

com-

has a stimu-

in a.nd of itself.

Two enclosure

the

of all of these shrubs but all of them sprout

The new growth of Pursh1a tridentata

known whether this
petition

percent.

to fifty

to the herbicides

above ground portions

more vigorously

Grasses have increased

Amela.nchier spp . and Cercooarpus montanus a.re

somewhat resistant

from the roots.

spraying of the

were
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established
1929.

by Clyde Lambert in the Artemisia Community in 1925 and

Data from the original

survey sheets and data collected

Clyde Lambert and the author in August 1961 are presented
page 53. Immediately outside

sixteen

the enclosure

feet was set up and the vegetation

a plot sixteen

by

in table

12,

feet by

measured by visual

estima-

tion.

This plot was set up so a comparison could be made of the vege-

tation

inside and outside

the enclosure.

Table 101 Summary Range Survey - 1963

Community, Mid-Altitude Artemieia - Non-sprayed
Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Composition

Total

Grasses,
Stipa comata

4

.Agropyron emithii

5

Agropyron spioatum

2

Oryzopsis hymenoides

4

Bouteloua graeilis

l

~

lo!!Siligu].a

3

~

spp.

1

Koeleria

cristata

2

Bromus tectorum

1

Miscellaneous

2

27

3

3

Forbes
Miscellaneous

weeds

Shrubs,
Artemisia

tridentata

40

Artemisia

~

10

51A
Mid-Altitude Artemieia Community

John Star Flat.
63

Shrubs: Background Cercocar p us montanus •

....
..,

::,

Foreground - Artemisia
tridentata.
Grasses: Stipa
comata, Agropyron
spicatum.

Shrubs: Background Artemisia tridentata
and Artemisia nova.
Grasses: Agropyron
cristatum, Bromus
enermis.
Reseeded area west
and north of the Elkhorn
R8Jlg8r Station.
JUL

63

52
Purshia tridentata

5

Chrysothamnus nauseousus

2

Amelanchier spp.

3

Cerooca.rpus monta.nus

5

Miscellaneous

2

70

Percent ground cover, 40
Poison weedss

Zygadenus paniculatus,

Astryalus

spp,

Delephinium spp.
General range condi tiona
Soila

Light

Erosions

Fair

Rocky

&

None

Gullys

Old gullies

mostly healed

Table 111 SummaryRange Survey 1963
Communi
tya

Mid-Altitude

Artemisia

Dominant Vegetation

- Sprayed

Percent of Vegetative

Gra.eses1
Agropyron smithii
Agromon
Koeleria

spicatum
orista.ta

12

5
2

Stipa coma.ta

6

Stipa. columbiana.

3

lopgiligula

2

~

1!2!!:secunda

2

E2!, spp.

3

Sitanion

hystrix

3

Bouteloua. gracilie

2

Oryzo:12sishYmenoides

3

Composition

Total

53
Miscellaneous

45

2

Forbs:

Balsamorhiza sagittata

l

Balsamorhiza

l

hirsuta

Lu:pinus spp.

1

Miscellaneous

2

Shrubs&

16

Artem.isia tridentata
Artemisia

7

~

Am.ela.nchier spp.

4

Purshia tridentata

11

Chrysotha.mnus na.useosus

l

Cercocarpus

5

montanus

Symphoricaruus s pp.

1

Miscellaneous

2

Percen ·t ground cover:

45

Poison weeds preaenta

Delphinium spp.,

50
Astragalus

Zygadenus paniculatus.
General range

Soils

condition,

Good

Light and rocky

Erosion,

Sheet,

None

Gullya

Old gullies

Table 12s

healed

SummarySheet or Enclosure

Established
Community-a Mid-Altitude

Artemisia

August 1925
Community

spp. and

53A
Mid-Altitude Artemisia Community

63

•

Sprayed area; Towanty

....
::,
-,

Flat.
This area was once
dominated by Artemisia
tridentata.

Now the

dominant vegetation is a
mixture of grasses with
Stip a comata, Agropyron
smithii, and Agropyron

spicatum dominating.

"'"'
....
::,
-,

Sprayed area;
Towanty Flat.

Shrubs

are l3itterbrush.

54
Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative
Within Enclosure

1925
Totals

Grassesa

Cover

Outside En.closure

1961
Totals

1961 Totals

Stipa oolumbiana

59

Bouteloua. gracilis

5

Agropyron smithii

l

3

3

65

5

3

Chenopodium spp.

10

5

Lupinus spp.

10

Total

20

5

2

10

60

65

5

30

30

Total

15

90

95

Grand total

100

100

100

60

40

40

Poor

Poor

Total

2

Forbs,

2

Sbrubsa
Artemisia. tridentata
Cbrysothamnus nauseosus

Percent ground cover,
General range conditions
Table 12 indicates
as immediately outside.

Fair

a deterioration

within the enclosure

Notes contained on the write-up

as well

sheet gives

the probable reason for the deteriorations

1936. Forage conditions possible better than average on account
a
of a wet season. The forage in the enclosure is practically
straight stand of porcupine grass @:tipa columbianfil and a few
Rodents and ground squirrels doing considerable damage.
sagebrush.
1937. The forage conditions in the enclosure not too good ••
Rodents and squirrels doing considerable damage. This past
year weeds are beginning to take enclosure over .•••

55

1938. The forage conditions on the inside of the enclosure a.re
not what they should be or could be expected.
It has developed
into a home for the rodents.
This same condition

exists

The other enclosure

established

within the enclosure

now as it did in

1938.
within this Artemisia

has been torn down. The posts marking the corners of this

community
enclosure

were found thus enabling data to be taken from the area where the enhad previously

closure

Table 13, page 55, gives data

been located.

when the plot was established

and de.ta ta.ken in the summer of 1961.

A&ain Mr. Lambert helped the author locate

the area and make the visual

estimates.
Table 13 indicates
enclosure

a range deterioration

was established

we.a undoubtedly

until

caused by overgrazing.

the above described

enclosure

with the exclusion

of livestock

grazing pressure
the further

the present

on the forest

from the time the

time.

This deterioration

The particular

was established

joins

area in which
the reservation

grazing on the reservation
land was increased.

and

in 1937 the

This may account for

of the lower ranges of the forest.

deterioration

Table 13• Summary Sheet of Enclosure
Established
Communi.tys

Mid-Altitude

Artemisia

Dnminant Vegetation

August 1929
Community
Percent of Vegetative
Within enclosure

Cover

Enclosure area

1929

1961

Agropyron smithii

20

5

Bromua carinatus

30

Grasses,

~

loE&iligula

5

56
Total

50

10

Pol:ygonumspp.

15

10

Tara.xa.oum app.

13

Forbs,

Achillea lanuloea

l

Aster epp.

1

10

Lupinus spp.

10

30

30

Artemiaia tridentata

20

60

Total

20

60

100

100

50

40

Total
Shru.bsa

Grand Total
Percent ground cover
General range condition
As show by the previous

tables

whole supported a much more luxuriant
'l'he exception

to this

more closely

quantitative

the higher altitudinal
Lambert were found.

growth of vegetation

in the past.

information

ranges.

This area

and probably approaches preset-

than any other area.

Upper Altitude
Little

the mid-sage community as a

is a part of the Indian Reservation.

supports a good growth of vegetation
tlement conditions

Poor

Fair

Communities
could be found pertaining

Two of the enclosures

built

Data was obtained from the original

by

charts

to

Mr.
and

then compared to data charted by Mr. Lambert and the author in Augu.st
of 1961.

Data for table 14, page 57, was taken from the enclosure

56A
Mid-Altitude Artemisia Community

Lower portion of
"'

<D

...
..,::,

:Burnt Mill Flat, Shrubs
a.re Mountain Mahogany
and Servioeberry •

"'

<D

Head of Spring Hollow,
Shrubs are Mountain
Mahog&llY, and Big Sage
brush.

...
..,::,

57
Dry Gulch #7 at an elevation

entitled

Upon analysis
the enclosure
an increase
in grasses

of 8,000 feet.

of table 14 the vegetative

and outside

the enclosure

in the amount of grasses.
outside

composition both inside

has changed.

The change being

There has been a greater

increase

the enclosure.

Data from the other enclosure
Mountain at an elevation

found on the top of Lake Fork

of 10,000 feet is presented

in table 15,

page 58.
Examination of table 15 indicates

the enclosure and a decrease in forbs.
the table
tation

is that the area outside

similar

Established

Summary

of grasses within

Another point brought out by

the enclosure

to when the enclosure
Table 141

an increase

in 1961 supports vege-

was established.
Sheet of Enclosure

in 1929 and Remapped in 1961

Community, Aspen
Dominant Vegetation

est~!!shed
1929

Grasses,

eiatt½Mtre
1961

.~s!Me
1961

Stipa columbiana.

35

10

15

Koeleria

15

5

5

5

10

5

35

30

20

25

55

80

80

Aster spp.

10

10

10

Tara.xaoum spp.

10

cristata

Ju.nous spp.
~

spp.

Oqzopsis

b.ymenoidea

Total
Forbs,

2

58
Pol.ygonum app.

15

Total

35

10

15

Artemiaia tridentata

5

5

5

Potentilla

5

5

0

3

Sbrubss

fruticosa

_(

~

Tota.ls

Grand total
Percent ground covers
General r8J188 conditions

10

10

15I

100

100

100

50

60

60

Poor

,,

l

Fair

Fair

Table 15s Range SummarySheet of Enclosure
Established

August 1929 and Remapped in 1961

Community, Spruce - Fir
Dominant Vegetation
Grass and Grass-likes

Within
Enclosure
1929

Within
Enclosure
1961

Outside
Enclosure

1961

Da.nthonia intermedia.

15

5

5

Festua ovina

15

40

15

spp.

10

20

15

~

Carex spp.
Total

10
40

75

35

15

10

25

Forbs:
Achillea

le.nulosa.

13

'l'ars.xa.cum spp.

Lupinus spp.

10

0

40

Unknownweeds

25

0

0

Total

50

23

65

6

59
Shrubs,

Potentilla

fruticosa

Total
Grand Total
Percent ground covers

General range condition:
Without
condition

a:ny

further

10

2

10

2

100

100

100

40

55

60

Fair

comparative information

of these high ranges can be given.

high ranges is generally

Good

only the general

The deterioration

less than on other ranges.

Fair

of these

DISCUSSION
Comparison of the first

quantitative

in the Uinta Basin and information
general range deterioration.
degree than others.

ecological

collected

Some areas

studies

in 1960 and 1963 indicates

have deteriorated

The cottonwood river

made

flood-plain

to a greater

ha.s deteriorated

with a reduction

of the more palatable

in the condition

of these ranges would be hard to bring about because

the trees

along the rivers

game and livestock

furnish

forbs and shrubs.

Improvement

the only cover and protection

for

on most of the winter range.

The sa.ltgrass

meadows have not changed to any degree in composi-

tion because of the rather

low palatability

growth, and the ever present moisture

of the grass,

on the river

its habit

floodplains

of

where

these meadows are found.
very closely

Associated
munities

with the cottonwood and saltgrass

is the greasewood vegetation.

Sarcobatus
be found

vermiculatus.

This is dominated entirely

At the present

is composed primarily

comby

time the only und.erstory to

of a rather

poor growth of Salsola !!:!,!

and :Bromustectorum.
One plant which has made a successful
wood, saltgrass,

found scattered

into the cotton-

and the greasewood communities is Tamarix pentandra.

Tamarix is found through the entire
lower rivers.

invasion

Uinta :Basin principally

It is not, however, restricted

to river

through the lower portions

of the be.sin.

becoming a serious

invader in ma.ey areas.
60

along the

areas but is
Tamarix is

61
The largest
Hilaria

type comprising the winter range is the mat Atriplex-

community.

1941 to 1963.
increase

The tables

presented

change from

However some change can be noted and there has been an

in the less desirable

ChrYsothamnus stenoph.yllus,

Salaola

.2!1,

shrubs such as1

Gutierrezia

and Sarcobatus vermiculatus.
eratus,

show very little

Chr,ysothamnus nauseosua,

sarothrae,

Also undesirables

Tetra.dymia. spinosa,

such as Ha.logeton glom-

and Bromus tectorum are now found as pa.rt of this

community.
Another type of vegetation
low-altitude
shrub.

comprising the winter range is the

Artemisia Community. Artemisia

Hilaria

.jamesii,

the dominant grasses.

This association

Shrubs have increased
nine percent.

Agrop:yron smithii

some thirteen

is the dominant

tridentata

and Oryzopsis h.ymenoides are

shows a decided deterioration.

percent and grasses

Ha.logeton now constitutes

have decreased

part of the vegetation.

Another exotic becoming more widespread in the Ba.sin is Ela.ea.gnus
angustifolia.

This tree is generally

Artemisia. vegetation

along streams and ditches.

The pin;ron-juniper
community.
resulting

vegetation

Invasion of junipers
in a. .further reduction

on the Ta.vaputs Plateau.
has been more recent

The portion

vation is an exception.
only limited

shows less

ohange than any other

and pinyons into

of productive

other communities is

range areas,

especially

The invasion of the pinyon-juniper

than in central

The mid-altitude
ioration.

found in the low-altitude

association

and southern Utah.

Artemisia Community shows the greatest

deter-

of this community found on the Ute Indian ReserAreas which had not been sprayed but supports

grazing sustain

a. similar

type vegetation

in 1963 as in

1941, Areas that have been sprayed support a muoh richer

vegetation.
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Grasses make up forty-seven
to twenty-five

percent

in 1941. Species of shrubs made up fifty

in 196} and sixty-seven
Purshia tridentata,

a much larger

percent

portion

percent

On areas

decrease,

percent

shrubs,

_

and Cercocarpus montanu.s make up

......

in 1963. __,,.......,......,
Artemisia tri-

from forty-seven

percent

in 1941

in 1963.
the Ute Indian Reservation

creased from twenty-seven

approximately

The spray resistant

of the shrub vegetation

outside

Agropyron smithii

in 1941,

Amelanchier spp.,

dents.ta shows the greatest

to sixteen

of the composition in 1963 as compared

percent

percent

to ten percent

shows the greatest

grasses

have de-

of the composition.

decrease from nine percent

to

two percent.

The shrub type vegetation
to eighty-five

has increased

percent with Artemisia

tridentata

from sixty-seven

percent

showing the greatest

increase.
Little

information

altitude

ranges.

dicates

a slight

can not accurately

could be found pertaining

The two enclosures
deterioration.

to the upper-

that were found and remapped in-

But condition

and trend of these ranges

be given on such a small amount of information,
//

;J

SUMMARY

Vegetationa.l

information

contained

in the early records

Most of the accounts

the Uinta ~aein is sketchy and very limited.
deal with the vegetation

along the rivers

tion given in these accounts indicate
along the waterways.

he mentions the hills

The informa-

and streams.

an abundant growth of vegetation

given in General Fremont's accounts

areas other than along the rivers

describes

porting

Information

of

In his account

and streams.

being clothed with "Cedar" and the valleys

sup-

a good growth of grasses.
The first

residents

in the Uinta Ba.sin located

Valley between the years 1873 and 1879.
people and according to reports
Duchesne, Utah the entire

in the Ashley

These settlers

were livestock

found at the Ute Indian Agency, Fort

Uinta ~asin was subjected

to grazing during

the 1880 1 s.
Part of the Ute Indian Reservation
1905 and with this opening came an influx
people were livestock

people.

resulted

This required

in increased

grazing pressure

and 1911) and others were children

of these people had to be

land could be put under
This situation

on the ranges.
were original

of original

an abundant growth of desirable

the range condition

during early settlement

63

in

Most of these

from one to seven yea.rs.

Some of the people interviewed

described

of people.

The livestock

grazed on the range the year around until
cultivation.

was opened for settlement

range

settlers

settlers,
plants.

as good.

all

(1905
of whom

They described
Grasses and forbs
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were abundant;

especially

in the sagebrush

and forbs were commonalong the streams.

a large variety

described

as supporting

but that

these understory

species

areas.

Meadows of grasses

The pinyon-juniper

of species,

areas were

especially

produced a sparse

cover.

The pinyon-

communities were confined mostly to the rocky hills

juniper

grasses,

or steep

canyons.
Regulated

grazing

was first

established

by the Forest

Service

in

1907, by the Ute Indian Agency in 1937, and by the Bureau of Land Management in 1937. With regulated
improve, others

grazing

and some deteriorated

remained constant,

cottonwood-river

some of the ranges began to

and the saltgrass

flood-plain

tational

change.

munities

has been in the understory

vegetation.

.2!!.

This invasion

is becoming very serious

flood-plain

The presence

indicate

of Tama.rix penta.nd.ra also indicates

invasion

The

meadows show some vege-

The change of the cottonwood-river

such as Bromus tectorum and Salsola

further.

comof exotics

deterioration.

a vegetational

in the lower parts

The

change.
of the Uinta

Basin.
The "badlands"

flanking

grazed causing deterioration.
introduced

plants

the river

flood-plains

have been over-

This is evidenced by the presence

such as :Bromus tectorum,

Salsola

kali,

of

and Ha.logeton

glomeratus.
Another exotic

plant

which is becoming a serious

Uinta Basin is Elaeagnus angustifolia.
has formed such dense stands
cides.

This tree

that

invader

in the

In some areas Russian Olive

they have been sprayed with herbi-

is well adapted to the lower portions

of the Uinta

Basin.
The mat Atriplex

- Hilaria

and the Pinyon-Juniper

communities
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change between the years 1941 and 1963. There has been,

show little

however, a slight

deterioration

out in the mat Atriplex
sirable

of these communities.

- Hilaria

Community by an increase

shrubs such as Gutierrezia

sarothrae,

and Tetradymia spinosa and the presences
torum, Salsola ~'
slight

increase

This is pointed

Sarcobatus

vermiculatus,

of the invaders Bromus tec-

and Halogeton glomeratus.

in the less desirable

in less de-

There has also been a

shrubs in the Pinyon-Juniper

community.
The low-altitude
munities

Artemisia and the mid-altitude

show the greatest

reduced from twenty-eight

to seventy-eight

Artemisia

shows the greatest

five to ten percent

to eighty-five

tridentata

Community outside

the Ute Indian Res-

of any community comprising

Grasses have decreased from twenty-

percent.

Of the grasses

from

Agropyron _!mithii

decrease from ten to two percent and Artemisia ~-

shows the greatest

eighty-five

Artemisia

of the composition while shrubs have increased

shows the greatest
dentata

percent.

deterioration

the ranges of the Uinta :Basin.

sixty-seven

and the shrubs have in-

increase.

The mid-altitude
ervation

The grass cover has been

to seventeen percent

creased from sixty-five
shows the greatest

deterioration.

Artemiaia Com-

increase

in the shrubs:

Forty-seven

to

percent.

That portion

of the mid-altitude

Artemisia

found on the Ute

Indian Reservation

presents

a different

picture.

Areas that have not

been rehabilitated

support a vegetation

similar

in composition in 1963

to that in 1941.
tation

Areas that have been rehabilitated

composition containing

ses make up forty-five

percent

more grasses

support a vege-

and desirable

shrubs.

Gras-

of the composition in 1963 as compared
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to twenty-five

in 1941.

cent to fifty

percent.

Shrubs have decreased from sixty-seven
Artemisia

crease and Purshia tridentata
brush decreased from forty
from five percent

tridentata

shows the greatest

shows the greatest

increase.

percent and bitter

to sixteen

perde-

Big sagebrush increased

to eleven percent.
ranges in 1963 support a vegetation

The upper altitude

similar

in composition to that in 1929.
Stoddart,

et al.,

Uinta Basin as follows&
five percent

(1938) described

"The ranges are in poor condition.

of the ranges are deteriorating

are not improving."

percent
necessary

were prior

the range condition

Four factors

in the
Eighty-

and the remaining fifteen
were listed

which would be

if the ranges of the Uinta Basin were to become like they
to 1940.

The following

(1) Graze the correct

are the factors,

type and kind of livestock.

(2) Correct number of livestock.
(3) Correct time of grazing.

(4) Proper distribution.
It is the conclusion

of the author that the ranges of the Uinta

Basin supported a much richer

flora

port today with the exception

of some of the Ute Indian Grazing Land.

The winter ranges,

the cottonwood river

Badlands, Sarcobatus,
Artemisia
prior

mat-Atriplex

to settlement

flood-plain

- Hilaria,

than they sup-

saltgrass

of deterioration

The reasons for this over use were as followst

Lack of supplemental

feed during early settlement

the range which resulted

in too many livestock,

and poor distribution

of livestock

meadows,

and the low-altitude

communities, were overgrazed to the extent

to 1941.

grazing,

prior

(1)

and (2) free use of
incorrect

on the ranges.

time of

67

The mid-altitude

ranges show deterioration

1941 and 1963.

There is no reason to believe

teriorate

to 1941 but without any supporting

prior

between the years

these ranges didn't
information

de-

this

can only be an assumption.
The higher ranges show the least
formation presented
this

may

based on the in-

but the amount of data found is so meager that

not be true.

The four measures listed
ment in 1941 are still
and this

deterioration

is rehabilitation

by Stoddart,.!!.!!_.

needed today.
by artificial

for range improve-

Another measure may be listed
means.
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APPENDIX
A
Range Survey Sheets
Range surveys were made on lands of the Vernal District
Bureau of Land Management in 1941 and 1960.

were used in this paper.
Creek Unit.

The portion

This area covers m~

sented.

by

Parts of these surveys

used is designated

as the Hill

thousands of acres and is located
in the center of the Uinta Basin.

on the Tavaputa Plateau approximately
Data collected

of the

the author in the spring of 1963 is also pre-

The oomnnmities surveyed by the author were north of the Hill

Creek Unit running from the Green River on the South to approximately
the ten thousand foot level

on the Uinta Mountains.

The method used to make the surveys was the visual
sa.noe method and is described

as followss

reco:rma.is-

(1) The range was divided

into communities based on aspect dominance, (2) these communities were
covered on foot or on horseback first

in one direction

another so the community had been completely covered,
taken on species
species,
soil

presence,

percent vegetative

percent ground cover, range condition,

texture

and depth, a.nd erosion

conditions,

compiled into range survey sheets.
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and then in

(3) notes were

composition of each
poison plants

present,

(4) these notes were
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Range Survey Sheet 1941
Community, Mat Atriplex

- Hilaria

Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grasses,

Hilaria

17

jamesii

Oryzopais hymenoides

3

20

5

5

Forbs:
Miscellaneous

weeds

Shrubss

Artemisia

35

~

Atriplex

corrugata

Atriplex

nuttallii

5

Atriplex

confertifolia

5

10

Chrysotha.mnu.s nauseosus
Eurotia

lanata

2

Miscellaneous

8

Percent ground covers
Poison weedss

Soils

9

Astragalue

Range conditions

10

spp.

Fair

Light

Erosion:
Sheets

Moderate

Gully:

Shallow

Location:

Bureau of Land Management Hill Creek Unit; Vicinity
of Ouray.

75
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Range Survey Sheet 1941

Ccmmunitys Mat-Atriplex

- Hilaria
Percent of Vegetative

Dominant Vegetation

Cover

Total

Grasses,
Hilaria

24

jamesii

Miscellaneous

1

25

5

5

Forbes
Miscellaneous

weed

Shrubss

Tetradymia spinosa

10

Atriplex

confertifolia

15

Atriplex

corrugata

23

Kochia. vestita

3

Opuntia spp.

5

Artemisia

6

spinescens

Miscellaneous

10

8

100
Percent

ground cover:

Poison weedsa

20

Lupinus spp.

Range condition,

Poor

Light and rocky

Soils
Erosion:

Sheet:

Severe

Gullys

Occasional

Locations

- moderate

:Bureau of Land Management Hill Creek UnitJ Vicinity
of Willow Creek.
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Range Survey Sheet 1941
Community: M.at-Atriplex

- Hilaria

Dominant Vegetation

Percent

of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Gra.ssesa
Hilaria

22

.ia.mesii

Miscellaneous

3

25

Forbs:

Miscellaneous

perenial

weeds

Miscellaneous

annual weed

3

5

8

Shrubsa

Atriplex

confertifolia

23

Atriplex

corrugata

25

Artemisia

5

~

Tetradymia spinosa

10

Koohia vestita

2

Miscellaneous

2

67
100

Percent ground cover:
Poison weeds:

None

Range conditions

Soil:

12

Poor

Light and rocky .

Desert pavement

Erosion:
Sheet

I

Gully:
Locations

Severe
Deep

:Bureau of Land Management Hill Creek Unit.
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Rarige Sll'rftY Sheet

1941

ColllllUDitya Mat•Atriplex - H1laria

DollliuantVegetation

Percent of Vegetatin

CoYer

Total

Orae1eas
aamea11

Hilaria

0!7!0P8i8 &lleDOid.el

Miacellaneoua

20

s
s

JO

Forbea

s

Miecellaa.eogaano:u&le
Sbrubes

Atr12l•x confert1tolia

10

Grazia 5?illOA

s

!EE:.

lO

Oppntia

Tetractz:!t!: apinon

10

AtriP);ex

15

corrugat:a

Atriplex nuttallii

s

Arteadaia apineaceua

$

Kocbia vestita

s

65
100

Percent ground covers lS

Poiaon weeclaa Bone
Range condition.a Poor
Soils

Light

Erolioru
Sheets

SeYeN

Gull.ya Shallow

Locations

Bureau ot Land Manageaeut Hill Creek UnitJ Lower

pert.ion ot Hill Creek.
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Range Survey Sheet 1941
Community& Mat-Atriplex

- Hilaria

Dominant Vegetation

Percent

of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grassesa

Hilaria

jameaii

33

Stipa. coma.ta

T

0ryzopsis

1

hymenoides

Miscellaneous

1

35

weeds

5

5

Atriplex

confertifolia

25

Atriplex

nuttallii

15

Forbs:
Miscellaneous
Shrubs1

Artemisia

spinescens

6

Tetradymia spinosa

6

Atriplex

2

oorrugata

60
100

Percent

ground cover:

20

Poison weeds s None
Range conditions
Soila

Poor

Light

Erosions
Sheets

Severe

Gully1

Deep

Locations

Bureau of Land Management Hill Creek Unit.

11
Range Survey Sheet 1963
Community, Ma.t-Atriplex - Hilaria
Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grassesa

Hilaria jamesii

8

Sitanion

hystrix

2

Bromu.s tectorum

5

Miscellaneous

2

17

Forbsa
Miscellaneous

weeds

Opuntia spp.

l
2

3

Shrubs a

Atriplex

corrugata

45

Atriplex

nuttallii

15

Chrysothamnus nauseosus
Tetradymia spinosa

5
10

5

Miscellaneous

Bo
100

Percent ground cover:

15

Poison weeds a None
Range conditions
Soils

Poor

Heavy

Erosions

Sheets

Moderate

Gully:

Deep

Location:

"Buckskin" knolls east of Vernal, Utah.
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RB.n88Survey Sheet 1963
Community, Mat-Atriplex

- Hilaria
Percent of Vegetative Cover

Dominant Vegetation

Total

Grasses,

Oryzopsis hymenoides
Hilaria

jamesii

5
20

Miscellaneous

5

30

Forbs•
Opuntia spp.

3

Miscellaneous

2

5

Shrubs,
Atriplex

confertifolia

20

Atriplex

nuttallii

10

Atriplex

corrugata

25

Cb,rzsothamnus nauseosus

5

Tetradymia spinosa

5

65
100

Percent ground covers
Poison weeds,

10

None

Range

conditions

Soil:

Medium

Poor

Erosions
Sheet a Severe
Gullya
Locationa

Shallow
Four miles west of ~ton,

Utah along highway U.S.

40 then twenty miles south along the road to Pa.rriet
Mine.
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Range Survey Sheet 1963
Community, Mat Atriplex

- Hilaria.

Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grassees
.1amesii

40

Bromus teotorum

5

Miscellaneous

5

Hilaria

50

Forbs•
Opuntia spp.

2

Miscellaneous

3

5

Shrubsa

15

Atriplex

corrugata

Atriplex

nuttallii

Atriplex

confertifolia

5

15

Chrysotha.mnussenoph.yllus

5

Gutierrezia

3

sarothrae

Miscellaneous

2

45
100

Percent ground cover:
Poison weeds•

None

Range conditions
Soila

10

Poor

Medium

Erosion•
Sheets

Severe

Gully,

Few but deep

Location,

Six miles west of Vernal, Utah along highway U.S.

40 then ten miles south; !enches north of the Green River.
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Range Survey Sheet 1963
Communitys Mat Atriplex

- Hilaria

Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grasses,
Hilaria

ja.mesii

50

Sitanion

hystrix

1

Oryzopsis hymenoides

3

Miscellaneous

6

60

Forbs&
0puntia spp.

3

Miscellaneous

2

5

Shrubea
Atriplex

oonfertifolia

15

Atriplex

corrugata

10

Tetrad.ymia spinosa

5

Miscellaneous

5

35
100

Percent ground covers

15

Poison weeds1 None
Range conditions
Soils

Poor

Heavy

Erosion,
Sheet

I

Gullya
Locationr

Moderate

Shallow
Four miles west of Myton, Utah along highway U.S.
40 then five miles south along the road to Wellington, Utah.
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Range Survey Sheet 1941
Community: Low-Altitude Artemisia
Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grasses:

Agro;pyron smithii

8

Elymus salina.

3

Oryzopsis bymenoides

2

Miscellaneous

2

15

5

5

Forbs:

Miscellaneous

weeds

Shrubsc

Artemisia
Atriplex

tridentata

71

canescens

5

Miscellaneous

4

80

100

Percent ground cover:
Poison weeds:

None

Range condition:

Soil:

35

Fair

Light

Erosions
Sheet:

Moderate

Gully:

Shallow

Location,

:Bureau of Land .ManagementHill Creek Unit.
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Range Survey Sheet 1941
Community: Low-Altitude Artemisia
Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grasses&
Agropyron smithii

12

secunda

4

~

Koeleria

criatata

4

Miscellaneous

5

25

10

10

Forbs:
Miscellaneous

weeds

Shrubss

Artemisia

tridentata

Artemisia

~

Atriplex

43
4

canescens

5

13

Miscellaneous

65

100

Percent ground covers

18

Poison weeds& None
Range oondi tion:
Soil:

Fa.ir

Light

Erosion:

Sheet c Moderate
Gully&

Locations

Shallow

Bureau of Land Management Hill Creek Unit.
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Range Survey Sheet 1941
Communityt Low-Altitude Artemieia
Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Graseesc

Ap:ropyron smithii

14

secunda

3

~

Oryzopeis

h.ymenoides

Miscellaneous

2

1

20

5

5

Forbs:
Miscellaneous

weeds

Shrubss
Artemisia

tridents.ta

35

Artemisia

~

20

Atriplex

oonfertifolia

Miscellaneous

10
10

75
100

Percent ground eovera
Poison weeds,

None

Range condition:
Soilt

20

Fair

Light

Erosion:
Sheet:

Slight

Gullya

Shallow

Location:

:Bureau of Land Management Hill Creek Unit.
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Ran8e Survey Sheet 1941
Community, Low-Altitude

.Artemieia

Dominant Vegetation

Percent

of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grassess
jamesii

13

Sporobolus cryptandrue

6

Oryzopsis gymenoides

4

Hilaria

secunda

3

Agropyron smithii

3

Agrop;yron spicatum

4

Stipa

2

35

weeds

10

10

confertifolia

17

~

comata

Forbs:
Miscellaneous
Shrubsi

Atriplex

Gutierrezia

sarothrae

3

Chrysothamnua visid.ifloru.s

4

.Artemisia spinescens

2

.Artemisia !!Q!!

7

Artemiaia tridentata
Tetrad;ymia spinosa

20
2

55
100

ground covers

Percent

15

Poison weedaa None
Range

condition,

Poor

Soil c Medium - Rocky

Erosions
Sheets

Moderate

Gully:

Shallow

Locationa

:Bureau of Land Management Hill Creek Unit.
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Survey Sheet 1960

Range

Community• Low-Altitude Artemisia
Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grasses:
Agropyron smithii
Hilaria

5

15

jamesii

Sitanion

hystrix

3

Oryzopsis hymenoides

2

25

Forbs1
Miscellaneous

weeds

Opuntia spp.

4

l

5

Shrubsa

Atriplex

confertifolia

19

Artemisia !.Q.!!

14

Artemisia

25

tridentata

Chrysothamnus nauseosus

8

Tetrad,ymia spinosa

l

Eurotia

3

lana.ta

Percent ground covers

30

Poison weedet None
Range condi tiona

Fair

Soila

Erosions
Sheets

Light

Gully a Moderate

Locationa

Bureau of Land Management Hill Creek Unit.

10
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Range Survey Sheet 1960

Community1 Low-Altitude Artemisia
Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Composition

Total

Grasses:

Hilaria. jamesii

5

Agropyron smithii

2

Miscellaneous

2

9

;

3

Forbs:
Miscellaneous

weeds

Shrubs:

26

!!2!.!.

Artemisia

17

Atriplex

canescens

Atriplex

oonfertifolia

8

Chrysothamnus nauseosus

17

Tetradymia spinosa

10

Eurotia

lane.ta

Gutierrezia

7

sarothrae

Miscellaneous

T

3

Percent ground cover:

25

Poison weeds s None

Range conditions

Poor

Soil:
Erosion:
Sheets

Light to moderate

Gully1

Shallow to deep

Location:

Bureau of Land Management Hill Creek Unit.
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100

87
Ra.nte Survey Sheet 1960
Community:

Low-Altitude

Artemisia

Dominant Vegetation

Percent

of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grasses:

10

Agropyron smithii
Poa spp.

4

Qryzopsis hymenoides

4

Miscellaneous

2

20

5

5

Forbs:
Miscellaneous

weeds

Shrubsa

31

Artemisia

~

Artemisia

tridentata

9

Atriplex

confertifolia

30

Chrysothamnus nauseosus

4

Sarcobatue

vermiculatus

1

Tetradymia

spinosa

'l'

Percent

ground cover:

25

Weeds: None
Range condition:
Soil:

Fair

Light

Erosion:

Sheet:

Moderate

Gully1

Deep

Location:

Bureau of Land ~ment

Hill

Creek Unit.

75

88
Range Survey

Sheet 1963

Community, Low-Altitude Aztemisia
Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative Cover

Total

Grassess
Hilaria.

jamesii

3

Bromus tectorum

2

AjCropyronsmithii

1

Miscellaneous

2

8

5

5

Forbs•
Miscellaneous weeds
Shrubss
Artemisia tridentata

Artemisia
Atriplex

3

~

eonfertifolia

Chr,ysethamnus

65

nauaeosus

2

5

Chrysothamnus stenophY;llus

3

Sarcobatus vermieulatus

5

Miscellaneous

4

87

100

Pere&nt ground covers

25

Poison weedsa None
Range oonditiona
Soils

Poor

Light

Erosion,
Sheet a Moderate
Gull.ya

Looation1

Shallow

The Artemisia bench begilming two miles west of
Maesar, Utah covering aome 1,000 acres.

89
Survey Sheet 1963

Range

Community, Low-Altitude Artemisia
Percent of Vegetative Cover

Dominant Vegetation

Total

Grasses•

Op;zopsis hymenoides

11

Sitanion bystrix

2

13

Forbs,
Halogeton glomeratus

l

Opuntia spp.

1

Salsola Js!!!

3

Miscellaneoua

2

1

Shrubs,
Artemisia tridentata
Atriplex

67

confertifolia

6

Tetra<tymia Spinosa

3

Cbryaothanmus na.useosus

3

Misoelle.neoua

l

80

100

Percent ground covers

15

Poison weedss Astragalus
Range

Soila

conditions

epp.

Poor

Light - Shallow

Erosions
Sheet a Moderate
Gullys
Locations

Deep

Artemisia community beginning one mile east of
LaPoint covering some eight hundred acres.

90
Range

Survey Sheet 1963

Community-a Low-Altitude Artemiaia
Dominant Vegetation

Peroent of Vegetativ& Cover

Total

Orassess
Hilaria

jamesii

8

Miscellaneous

10

2

Forbes
Miscellaneous weeds

2

Salsola l5!ll,

2

Halogeton glomeratus

1

5

Shrubss
Artemiaia tridentata

30

Artemieia !!Q!!

35

Atriplex

confertifolia

8

Chrysothamnus nauseosus

4

Tetra<b'n!ia Spinosa

3

Miaoellaneous

5

85
100

Percent ground covers
Poison weeds:
Range

Soils

15

Zygadenus ppicula.tus

conditions

Poor

Light

Erosions
Sheets

Light

Gullya

Moderate to deep

Locations

Artemisia community on Blue :Bell Bench ea.st of the
town of Blue Bell, Utah.
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Range Survey Sheet 1963

Commun.itys Low-Altitude Artemisia
Percent of Vegetative Cover

Dominant Vegetation

Total

Grasses,

Sitanion h;ystrix

1

Ag;'opyron oristatum

2

Bromus teotorum

2

5

l

1

Forbes
Miscellaneous weeds
Shrubs&

Artemisia tridentata
Artemia1a

80

rn

l

Atriplex oonfertifolia

l

Sarcobatus vermiculatus

2

Chr;ysothamnus na.useosus

5

Miscellaneous

5

94
100

Peroent ground covers

20

Poison weedsa Ast:ryalus
Range conditions
Soila

spp.

Poor

Light

Erosions
Sheets

Slight

Gullya

Moderately-

Notes;

deep

Grasses found only under protection

Locations

Blue Bench north

or Duchesne,

of brush.

Utah.

92
Range Survey Sheet 1963
Community: Pi.nyon-Juniper
Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grasseaa

Op;zopsis h;v;menoides

1

Stipa comata

2

Agpomon spicatum

3

Bromus teotorum

T

Miscellaneous

1

13

2

2

Forbsa
Miscellaneous weeds
Shrubsa

Artemisia

_

tridentata

6

Artemieia nova
........................

10

ChrysothamnU8 na.useosus

2

Chrysothamnus stenopn:y;llus

1

Ceroooarpus monta.nus

2

Amela.ncheir spp.

1

Miscellaneous

3

25

Trees•
Pinus edulis

25

Juniperua utahensis

35

60
100

Percent ground cover not including

Percent ground cover including
Poison weeds:

None

General range conditions

Poor

pi.nyon-junipera

pi~on-juniper:

60

8

93

Light and very rocky

Soila

Erosions

Sheets

Very-

light

Gully•

Few - shallow

Notes•
Junipers

invading mid.-Artemisia association.

They have

invaded some 3/4 of a mile.
Locations

Five miles north of Altonah, Utah on Ute Indian
Grazing-land.

94
Survey Sheet 1963

Range

Community, Piny-on-Juniper
Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative Cover

Total

Grasses,
Oryzopeis hymenoides

4

Stipa comata.

4

l3romus teotorum

2

A{!:,ropyronspicatum

3

Miscellaneous

1

14

1

l

Forbs•
Miscellaneous weeds
Shrubs&

Artemisia. tridentata

10

Artemisia !!m:.

3

Chrysothamnus stenopb,Yllus

l

Chr'Ysotha.mnusnauseosus

2

Cercoca.rpu.s montanu.s

1

Gutierrezia. sa.rothrae

l

Miscellaneous

2

20

Trees:

Juniperus utahensis

45

Pinus edulis

20

65
100

Percent ground cover not including pin,yon and juniper
Percent ground cover including pin,yon and junipers

Poison weeds presents

Zygadenus pa.niculatu.s

General range condi tiona

Fair

1

55

10

95
Soil•

Light

- shallow and rocky

Eroaiona
Sheet&

Light

Gully,

Few gullies

Location,

- medium depth

Ute Indian Grazing Land - Dry Gulch Draw.
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Range Survey Sheet 1963
Communitya Pinyon - Juniper
Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grassesa
Agropyron smithii

3

Stipe. comata

3

Oryzopsis bymenoides

2

Sitanion

1

h.ystrix

Bromus tectorum

1

Miscellaneous

l

11

Forbes
Miscellaneous

weed

2

Opuntia

3

l

Shrubss
Artemisia

tridentata

30

Chr,yeothamnus stenoph.yllus

5

Chrysothamnus nauseosus

9

Miscellaneous

2

46

Trees,
Pinus edulis

5

Juniperu.s utahensis

40

35

100
Percent ground cover not including
Percent ground cover including
Poison weedsa Astragalus

spp.

General range oonditiona

Fair

Soila

Light - large rocks

pinyon and junipers

pinyon and juniper:

40

20

97
Erosions
Sheet:

Slight

Gully:

Small gullies

Location&

Six miles north of Whiterocks,

Elkhorn Ranger Station.

Utah,'vicinity

of

98
Range

Commun!ty •

Survey Sheet - 1963

Pinyon - Juniper

DominantVegetation

Pereeat of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Gra.sseaa

B;romuatectorwn

2

Quzopsia b.yMniod.es

l

Aqopzroa apioata

1

Miscellaneoua

l

5

1

l

Forbaa
Miaoellanemu

weeds

Shrubaa
.Artelftiai& tridenta.ia

6

.AJ:$!!misiancm,.

2

Chp;eotp8f!P!U!nauseosus

l

Ch;rzegthamnue•ienophzllus

l

Kiseella.neous

2

12

37

82

45

Puua edulis

100

J9P:iperue uta.hens1s
Percent ground oover not inolud.iJlB pinyon-juniper

8

Percent ground oover inolud.ing pinyon and juniper

50

Poison wee.des llon.e
General range conditiona

Poor

Srall1 Light and ve-cy roeky
Erosion•
Sheetz

None

99
Gu.llys Few and shallow
Location,

North or Tridell,

Utah some Three miles.

100

Range Survey Sheet

1963

Community, Pinyon - Juniper
Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grasses,
Oqzopsis

hymenoides

2

Stipa comata

l

Poa eecunda

1

Miscellaneous

1

5

sed

1

1

Artemisia

tridentata

10

Artemisia.

~

Forbsa
Miscellaneous
Shrubs:
2

Chrysothamnus nauseosus

l

Purshia tridentata

1

Miscellaneous

1

15

Treese

Pinus edulis
Juniperus

44

35

uta.hensis

79
100

Percent ground cover not including
Percent ground cover including
Poison plants,

Astragalus

General range conditions
Soils

Light and rocky

Erosion:
Sheet

- None

sp.

Poor

pinyon and juniper

pinyon and juniper

15

55

101
Gully - Fev and shallow
Locations

Deep Creek area north

of Lapoint.

102
Range Survey Sheet

Community: Mid-Altitude

1941

Artemisia
Percent of Vegetative

Dominant Vegetation

Cover

Total

Grasses:

,1:2! longiligula

5

AgropyroD.smithii

8

Miscellaneous

5

18

12

12

Forbes
Miscellaneous

weeds

Shrubs:
Artemisia

55

tridentata

Purshia tridentata

4

Cercocarpus montanus

3

Miscellaneous

8

Percent ground covers

70

25

Poison weeds: None
Range conditions Poor
Soil:

Light

Erosions

Sheeta

Severe

Gullys

Deep

Locations

Bureau of Land Management ' s Hill

Creek Unit.
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Range Survey Sheet
Community, Mid-Altitude

1941

Artemisia

Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grasses:
AS'];opyron smithii

7

Stipa

8

comata

Koeleria

cristata

0ryzopsis

hymenoides

9
6

30

5

5

Forbes
Miscellaneous

weeds

Shrubs:
Artemisia

tridentata

35

Cbrysothamnus nauseosus

4

Purshia tridentata

8

Miscellaneous

18

Percent ground covers

20

Poison weeds1

None

Range condition:
Soil

Fair

Medium

I

Erosion:
Sheet

Gully,

Locations

I

Moderate
Deep

Bureau of Land Management's Hill Creek Unit.

65

104
Range Survey Sheet
Community, Mid-Altitude

1941

Artemieia
Percent of Vegetative

Dominant Vegetation

Cover

Total

Grasses:
1:Q.! longiligula

5

Agropyron smithii

8

Miscellaneous

5

18

12

12

Forbs:
Miscellaneous

weeds

Shrubs1
Artemisia tridentata

55

Purshia tridentata

4

Cercocarpus montanus

3

Miscellaneous

8

Percent grotmd covers

70

25

Poison weeds1 None

Range Conditions
Soil:

Poor

Light

Erosion:
Sheet:

Severe

Gully:

Deep

Location

a

Bureau of Land Management's Hill

Creek Unit.

105
Range Survey Sheet

Community• Mid-Altitude

1941

Artemisia

Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grassesa

12

.Agropyron emithii
Stipa. comata
~

2

5

eeounda

Bouteloua graoilie

4

Miscellaneous

2

25

5

5

Forbes
Miscellaneous

weeds

Shrubss
tridentata

Artemisia

42

Pu.rshia tridentata

10

.Amelanchier spp.

8

Miscellaneous

10

Percent ground covers

35

Poison weeda1 Delphinium spp.
Range conditiona
Soils

Fair

Light

Erosion:

Sheets

Slight

Gullya

Shallow

Locations

Bureau of Land Management's Hill Creek Unit.

10

106
Range Survey Sheet

Community: Mid-Altitude

1941

Artemisia

Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative

Cover

Total

Grasses:

27

Ag;:opYron smithii
Aristida

fendleriana

2

Koeleria

cristata.

3

Stipa colu.mbiana

3

Stipa comata

5

40

6

6

1',orbs:

Miscellaneous

weeds

Shrubs:

Artemisia. tridentata

34

Puxshia tridentata

5

Ch.rysothamnus nauseosus

8

Miscellaneous

7

Percent

ground cover:

Poison weeds•
Range condition:

Soils

35

Agtra.galy.s spp.

Fair

Light

Erosion:

Location,

Sheets

Light

Gully:

Few - Shallow

Bureau of Land Management's Hill Creek Unit.

54

107
Range Survey Sheet
Community: Mid-Altitude

1963

Artemiaia

Percent of Vegetative

Dominant Vegetation

Cover

Total

Grassesa
Sitanion

~ystrix

1

Ag;:owron smithii

2

Bromus tectorum

2

5

1

1

Forbs:
Miscellaneous
Primarily

weeds

Salsola

~

Shrubea

90

tridentata

Artemisia

Artemieia .!!2,Y!

l

Atriplex

1

confertifolia

Sarcobatus

vermiculatu.s

Percent ground covers
Poison weedss

94

20

Astra.galue spp.

General range conditions
Soila

2

Poor

Light

Erosiona
Sheets

Moderate

Gully& Shallow to deep

Notes•

Junipers

invading fringes.

Grasses found only beneath

the shrubs.
Locations

Sagebrush Bench three miles west of Mountain Home,

Utah. Privately

owned.

108
Survey Sheet

Range

COllllllUJli
tya

Mid-Altitude

1963

Artemiaia

l)omjnsnt Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative Cover

Total

Grasseea

9!1:zopgip lp;menoid§s

2

Situion

3

bzetru

5

Forbes
Opuntia epp.

2

Salsola.k!!1

;

5

Shrubea

Artemisia tridents.ta

78

Atriplex confertitolia

5

Tedrapmia spinosa

2

Chr:ysothalmuanauseosua

3

Mieoellaneoue

2

Percent ground cover,

Poison

15

v••d••Delphinium spp.

General raJl88 condi tiona

Poor

Erosions
Sheets

Moderate

Gullys

Shallow to deep

Locations

Sagebrush :Bench south of Boneta, Utah, Privately
owned.

90
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Survey Sheet 1963

Range

Community, Mid-Altitu4e

Artemisia - non•sprqed

Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative Cover

Total

Grasses,

Sti;ea come.ta

5

Agropz:Fon smitbii

6

Aqowron

2

apieatum

Oqzopais bymenoides

5

Bouteloua graoilis

l

£2! loMiligula

;

Poa app.

1

oritata

3

:Bromustectorum

1

Miscellaneous

2

31

4

4

Koeleria

For'bss

Miscellaneous weeu
Shrub■ a

Artem.ieia tridents.ta

35

Artudaia

10

9ova

Purshia tridents.ta

5

Chrzsothaanll8 nauseosus

3

Chrysothamnus ~tenophyllus

2

Allelanohier spp.

3

Cercoomus

montanue

Miscellaneous
Percent ground covers

5
2

40

65

110

Poison weede1 Z;rgad.enuspa.niculatus
Range oondi tions
Soila

Fair

Light to rocky

Erosions
Sheets

None

Gully,

Old gullies

Locations

Sagebrush flat

mostly healed

east of Telephone Hollow next to

the Yellowstone River.

111

Range Survey Sheet
Comm.unity:

1963

Mid-Altitude .Artemisia. - Sprayed. but young Artemisia
plants coming back in.

Percent of Vegetative Cover

Dominant Vegetation

'l'otal

Grasses•

Ap:G:pmn smithii
women

12

5

SRicatg

Koeleria. crietata

5

Stipa coma.ta

8

Stipa colwabia.na

2

l9Kilk4la

2

spp.

3

~

m

Sitanion h.ystrix

3

Miscellaneous

2

42

3

3

Forbes

Miscellaneous weeds
Shru.bsa

.Artemisia trident~ta

15

_Ar_t_e_m_i_e_ia_
nova

5

.Aaelanobie; app.

8

Purshia triyntata

12

Chr;pothamn;y na,ueoaus

Oeroocarpps montanus

8

Miscellaneous

4

Percent ground co-vers 35
Poison weeds1 Delphini11Dlapp.
General range oondi tiona

Good

55

112
Soila

Light and rocky

Erosion,

Sheets

None

Gullyt

Small and shallow

Locations

Sagebrush benches west of Crystal Ranch on the
Yellowstone River.
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Range Survey Sheet 1963
Communitya Mid-Altitude

Artemisia. - Sprayed
Percent of Vegetative

DominantVegetation

Cover

'l'ota.l

Gra.ssess

15

Stipa coma.ta

Bouteloua gracilis

5

Sita.nion hystrix

5

5

smithii

Aqomon

Agropyron spioatum

4

E2! s:pp.

2

Or:yzopsis menoides

7

Miscellaneous

4

47

Forbes

Miscellaneous weeds
Shrubsa

Artemisia tridentata

20

Artemisia

10

~shia

~

tridents.ta.

Chqsothamnu.s na.useosus

7

Miscellaneous

5

Percent ground cover:

Poison plants•

45

Aatraga.lus spp. and Delphinium spp.

General range condition:
Soils

8

Good

Light - rooky

Erosions

Sheet•

None

Gullyc

Old gullies

but moat a.re healed

50

114
Location a North and west of Elkhorn Ranger Stations

River drainage.

Whiterooks

115
Range Survey Sheet 1963
Community: Mid-Altitude

Artemisia - Reseeded

Dominant Vegetation

Percent of Vegetative Cover

Total

Grasses:

5

loMiligula

~

Agropyron oristatum

15

Bromus enermis

15

Bromus teetorum

2

37

3

3

Forbs:
Miscellaneous weeds
Shrubs:

Artemisia .!!2Y.!l

10

Artemisia tridentata

30

Chrysothamnus nauseosus

5

Purshia tridentata

5

Cercooarpus montanus

5

Amelanchier spp.

5

60
100

Percent ground cover1

45

Delphinium spp.

Poison weedsa

General range conditions

Good

Light - rocky

Soila

Erosion&
Sheet1

Very slight

Gullya

Old gullies

Notes,

Picture

Locations

healed

taken

Sagebrush flat

south of Moon Lake.
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Range Survey Sheet

CommunityI

Mid-Altitude

.Artemisia

Dominant Vegetation

1963

- Sprayed

Percent of Vegetative Cover

Total

Grasses•

yropyro:n smithii

20

yropzyon spicatum

10

~

loyilipla

5

l2!

aecunda.

5

Poa spp.

5

Stipa. comata

2

Oqzopsis menoides

3

50

Forbes
llalsamorhiza ayittata

4

:Balaam0rhiza hirsuta

2

Lupi:nus epp.

2

Miscellaneous

2

10

Shrubaa
Artemisia tridentata

10

-

Artemisia nova

5

Purehia tridentata

10

SymphorioarpUBspp.

5

Cercocarpus montanus

5

.Am.elanehierspp.

5

40
100

Percent ground covers
Poison weeds,
General range

60

None
condi tiona

Good

117

Soila

Light - shallow and rocky

Erosion,
Sheet,

None

Gullys

Very shallow

Locations

Towanty !latJ

west of Mountain Home, Utah, ten miles.
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ilSTRACT

A general survey of the vegetational
of the Uinta Basin was made usi?lg historical
views, and reoent vegetational
Historical
Tery limited,

and rivers.

vegetatienal

changes of the rangelands
records,

documents, inter-

surveys.
information about the Uinta Basin is

most of it pertaini.Dg to the vegetation

along the streams

Eeoala.nte, in 1776, mentioned the splendid. groves of cot-

tonwoods, the fine paetu.res, and. the abundance of game along the rivers.
Ashle7 in 1825 and Powell in 1870 entered the Basin via. the Green
River.

Ashley crossed the :Basin following the Duchesne River and its

tributary

the Strawberry River.

woods anti fine pastures

H• clescribed the groves of cotton-

found along the Rivers.

an abundant growth of vegetation
1844 described the hills

Powell also described

along the rivers.

General Fremont in

at the middle elevation.a as being clothed with

''Cedar" and valley-s supporting a covering of grasses.

In 1905 the Ute Indian Reservation was opened tor settlement.
A majority of the settlers
range the year around.

owned livestock

which wen grazed on the

At the time of this settlement

probably supported near climax vegetation.

the ranges

The sagebrush areas were

probably doainated by shrubs but also euata.ined a rich und.erstory of
grasses and ferbe.

The pi:nyon•juniper areas supported a epa.rae under-

story of shrubs, grueea,

and .t'orba very similar t0 what is :found

tocla,y.

The winter r8l'J89s, cotton.wood.river flood-plain,

ealtg:n.sa

2

meadows, badlands, mat Atriplex

- Hilaria

and the low-altitude

Artemisia co11munities, supported a growth of palatable
Sinoe these ranges were greatly

grasses.

first

and have remained in thia

Little

information

deteriorated

only slight

deterioration

condition.

could be found and these indicated

between 1925 and 1963.

The ranges as a. whole show deterioration.
show the greatest

tation

with an increase

deterioration

an4 a deoreaee in grasses.

is an exception of this.

they deteriorated

could be found eovering the high altitude

Only two enolosure plots

ranges.

overgrazed,

ahrubs and

The aagebrwsh areas
of shrub type vege-

Part of the Ute Indian Reservation

The Reservation has sustained

very limited

grazing ain.ce 1937 and ma.ny-areas have received rehabilitation
primarily

spra,-ing

with herbicides.

Areas under the management of the federal

received rehabilitation

areas and ha.ve greatly
mid-sagebrush

measures,

oomaunity.

areas which has greatly

measures.

agencies have also

The Forest Seniee

im.preved parts

or the

The Bureau

ot Land

has treated

ranges, especially
Management bu

improved range oonditiou,

also

JD8Jl1'

the
treated

but the amount

or

range land treated compared to the amount of rangelend. in the basin is
ao small that the ranges, except part of the mid-sagebrush range, a.re
in a deteriorated

ranges.

condition.

This is especia.11,- true of the winter

